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Welcome
Asia editor, Colette Steckel, introduces Accounting and Business China and 
highlights what readers should look out for in this issue

outlines the successes of integrated 

reporting and how he hopes to 

encourage corporates to adopt the 

IIRC’s framework (page 30).

Is it possible to prevent a cyber 

attack given how sophisticated data 

breaches have become? On page 21, 

we look at how audit executives need to 

adopt an intelligence-led approach; in an 

interconnected business world, the risk of 

a hack is simply too high to ignore. AB

Colette Steckel, Asia editor

colette.steckel@accaglobal.com

Hello, and thank you for stopping by! 
You’ll notice that we have made some 
changes to the magazine this month, 
in terms of both design and content, 
in response to your feedback. We 
hope you like it; we continually strive 
to provide you with the coverage and 
content you need to be successful, 
whatever your role. 

Tax has always been a contentious 

issue. But with public trust in the 

international tax system at an all-time 

low, governments have been chastened 

into putting tax cooperation at the top 

of their agenda. On page 36, we explore 

the findings of research undertaken by 

ACCA, IFAC and CA ANZ. 

For our profiles, we speak with 

veteran finance professional and ACCA 
Hong Kong past chairman, Paul Chan, 

who has recently taken on the role of 

financial secretary. On page 12, he 

talks about what it means to serve the 

community and how his accountancy 

pedigree has helped him.

We also speak with the newly 

appointed CEO of the Integrated 

Reporting Council. Richard Howitt 
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David Han Li of Rossoneri 
Sport Investment Lux, 
which has bought Italian 
football team AC Milan 
from former Italian prime 
minister Silvio Berlusconi 
for €740m. The Chinese-
led consortium has taken 
a 99.9 % stake in the club.

China launches a 
domestically built aircraft 
carrier in the northern 
port city of Dalian. It 
joins China’s fi rst carrier, 
bought from Ukraine 
and commissioned in 
2012.The new carrier 
is expected to be 
operational by 2020.

Japanese games 
company Nintendo 
hopes that its new 
Switch console will 
reverse eight years of 
falling sales. The hybrid 
design has become the 
fastest-selling games 
console in the Japanese 
fi rm’s history. 

Malaysia will end its 
contract to host the 
Formula 1 Grand Prix 
race from 2018 due to 
declining sales. The 
Singapore Grand Prix is 
to remain F1’s showcase 
in South-East Asia, 
according to former head 
Bernie Ecclestone.
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France 
33.3 %

News roundup
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look at 
the latest developments and issues affecting the fi nance profession

Effective adoption
Twelve years on from IFRS 

adoption, Australia is reaping 

the benefi ts. Key outcomes 

include cost savings for 

entities that previously 

required multiple national 

GAAPs to be applied 

across the group; access to 

international capital markets 

for larger private entities; 

and enhanced comparability 

of fi nancial statements across 

borders for listed companies. 

Concerns identifi ed included 

the costs of managing 

standards and disclosure 

requirements, particularly 

for SMEs and not-for-

profi ts. Commenting on the 

fi ndings of the Australian 

Accounting Standards Board 

report, Hans Hoogervorst, 

chairman of the International 

Accounting Standards Board, 

said: ‘It is encouraging to see 

such a positive assessment 

of IFRS adoption in Australia, 

the fi ndings of which are 

broadly consistent with 

similar studies undertaken in 

Canada, the European Union 

and Korea.’ 

Going for growth 
Singapore’s Committee 

on the Future Economy 

(CFE) Working Group on 

Legal and Accounting 

Services has released its 

recommendations for 

strengthening Singapore’s 

position as a global leader 

for legal and accounting 

services. Following a year-

long study, the working 

group has identifi ed nine 

high-growth practice 

areas that can help drive 

demand for services, and 

boost global recognition 

for the both sectors. They 

are: business valuation, 

corporations, dispute 

resolution, fi nance, 

intellectual property, 

internal audit, projects and 

infrastructure, restructuring, 

and risk managing and 

corporate governance. 

Digital green light 
Malaysia’s new Digital 

Free-Trade Zone (DFTZ) – its 

launch announced recently 

by Prime Minister Dato’ 

Sri Mohd Najib Tun Abdul 

Razak and Alibaba Group 

chairman Jack Ma – will cut 

through much of the red 

tape currently encountered 

by Malaysian suppliers 

looking to sell goods to 

overseas buyers via the 

internet. As explained by 

Poon Yew Hoe, Crowe 

Horwath managing partner, 

the DFTZ will be a boost 

to Malaysia’s e-commerce 

roadmap introduced in 

2016, which aims to double 

the nation’s e-commerce 

growth and increase the GDP 

contribution to RM211bn 

by 2020. In a thought piece 

titled What is the Digital 
Free-Trade Zone (DFTZ)? 

Poon outlines the function 

of the DFTZ ecosystem, and 

the roles to be played by the 

respective parties: see bit.ly/

ch-dftz. 

Can-do cooperation 
New platforms are 

needed to explore ways 

of cementing economic 

recoveries, creating 

growth and improving 

infrastructure, Chinese 

foreign minister Wang Yi 

said at a press briefi ng 

ahead of the Belt and Road 

Forum for International 

Cooperation held in 

Beijing in May. Stressing an 

increasingly urgent need 

for cooperation, Wang said 

that last year the world 

experienced the worst 

economic hardships since 

Trump plans to slash corporation tax rate to 15%
US President Donald Trump has unveiled plans to cut the corporation tax rate to 15%. The 

current top rate is 35%, although many business pay less through the use of loopholes. An outline 

of the proposal – which also included changes to personal tax rates – was announced ahead of 

Trump’s 100th day in offi ce. Treasury secretary Steve Mnuchin, a former investment banker, said 

that the changes would act as a stimulus that will lead to economic growth of 3%. If approved by 

Congress, the move will see the US joining the global race for lower corporation tax rates. 

A selection of current corporation tax rates across the globe, and how the US might compare

Australia 
30.0%

China
25%

Malaysia
24%

UK
19%

Singapore
17%

US
15%

UAE
0%
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IFIAR opens Tokyo office 
The permanent secretariat office of The International Forum of 

Independent Audit Regulators (IFIAR) was officially opened in 

Tokyo in April, with IFIAR chair Janine van Diggelen describing 

the occasion as ‘a special milestone’ in the organisation’s 

development. At at a reception in the Otemachi Financial City 

building, Van Diggelen said that the notion of a permanent 

secretariat ‘has been on the table for a long time’.

The advantages were first discussed as far back as 2009, a 

feasibility study was started in 2013 and Tokyo was selected as 

the host city at IFIAR’s plenary meeting in 2016.

‘In a little less than a year, we have accomplished a 

lot,’ said, Van Diggelen, who is also head of international 

auditing and accounting, policies and standard setting at 

the Netherlands Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM). 

She added that, at the same time, the organisation was 

also implementing a new board structure. ‘Strengthening 

our governance, combined with a professional, dedicated 

secretariat that provides organisational continuity, will enhance 

IFIAR’s ability to deal more effectively and efficiently with 

global audit quality matters,’ she said.

The opening ceremony was also attended by Taro Aso, 

Japan’s deputy prime minister and minister for financial 

services. ‘We fully recognise the importance of IFIAR’s role 

in enhancing audit quality globally,’ he said. ‘IFIAR and 

audit regulators around the globe need to strengthen their 

cooperation to achieve this goal.’

Julian Ryall, journalist

the global financial crisis, 

with a 13% drop in foreign 

direct investment and weak 

trade growth. ‘We do not 

lack the resources or ability 

to address our problems, 

but the current fragmented 

and exclusive international 

cooperation model makes 

it difficult to integrate 

resources,’ he said. 

The enemy within 
If an employee goes ‘rogue’ 

– seizing opportunities to 

profit themselves at the 

expense of their employers 

– how would you know? A 

global EY report suggests 

that companies worldwide, 

including those based in 

Hong Kong and China, are 

underestimating the level 

of risks posed by insider 

threats. In its series Insights 
for Executives, EY asserts 

that traditional surveillance 

can’t handle the evolving 

fraud landscape and 

increased litigation and 

regulatory demands – that 

identifying rogue behaviours 

requires a holistic approach 

bolstered by analytics. 

Climate champions 
Renewable investments in 

China and the US need to 

roughly double, while India 

may require a tripling of 

investments, to remain within 

the Paris Agreement global 

warming limits, according to 

a report from Allianz Climate 

Solutions. The Allianz 

Climate & Energy Monitor 

Deep Dive commends 

China and India for their 

efforts to exit coal-based 

the regulators have 

instituted safeguards to 

protect the bank. 

Class actions on rise 
Securities class action 

filings with accounting 

power generation, noting 

that ‘China is cancelling 

plans for new fossil-based 

power plants and swiftly 

decommissioning existing 

coal power plants, while 

India is considering plans 

to stop building new 

coal power plants after 

2022’. But the outlook for 

federal policy ambition is 

worsening in the US from 

a climate perspective. For 

achieving the worldwide 

transformation with stable 

trends and good conditions, 

another frontrunner is 

needed, the report states. 

The EU could replace the 

US ‘and take the economic 

chances’, with current G20-

presidency Germany playing 

a crucial role. 

Growth incentives 
The growth of sharia-

compliant investment 

accounts at Malaysian banks 

will remain strong over the 

next three to five years, 

Moody’s Investors Service 

forecasts, carrying over the 

trend started in July 2015 as 

a result of active promotion 

by the regulator and banks 

themselves. ‘Malaysian 

banks have strong incentives 

to promote the growth of 

such investment accounts 

because they provide capital 

benefits and an additional 

source of funding to grow 

their assets,’ said Simon 

Chen, a Moody’s vice 

president and senior analyst. 

‘At the same time, concerns 

exist over the untested state 

of loss-sharing mechanisms 

in the accounts, although 

allegations in US courts rose 

to 93 in 2016, 33% above 

the previous year and the 

fourth consecutive annual 

increase, according to a new 

report from Cornerstone 

Research. The report cites 
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an ‘unprecedented’ number 

of federal fi lings of class 

actions involving merger 

and acquisition transactions 

as driving the increase in 

accounting-related cases. 

The number of ‘traditional’ 

accounting case fi lings 

remained unchanged 

from 2015. Those fi lings, 

however, were much 

larger as measured by the 

defendant fi rms’ market 

capitalisation losses. The 

number of accounting case 

settlements fell from 50 to 

46. Total settlement value, 

however, reached US$4.8bn, 

nearly 80% greater than 

in 2015 and the highest 

since 2007. 

China blueprint 
The opening of PwC’s China 

Centre of Excellence in 

Shenzhen is an ‘important 

step’ in the network’s 

transformation in China. 

Based in Qianhai in the 

Guangdong Pilot Free 

Trade Zone, the centre 

will provide innovative 

solutions, sophisticated 

technology and business 

insight to PwC’s clients in 

Shenzhen and Hong Kong, 

as well as the broader China 

market. ‘The China Centre 

of Excellence is an integral 

part of PwC’s development 

blueprint for Greater 

China,’ said Raymund 

Chao, PwC Greater 

China chairman. ‘Helping 

Qianhai’s development as 

an international industrial 

innovation hub also helps us 

meet our purpose to build 

trust in society and solve 

important problems.’ The 

centre will share resources 

and collaborate with PwC 

Innovation Centres in 

Shanghai and Beijing. 

Fintech edge 
China has become the 

world fi ntech leader in the 

key metrics of quality and 

quantity, the implementation 

of data analytics, artifi cial 

intelligence and blockchain, 

according to PwC global 

research. The China 

summary of the latest PwC 
Global FinTech Survey also 

fi nds that the three main 

areas to be disrupted in 

China over the next fi ve 

years will be consumer 

banking, investment and 

wealth management, 

and fund transfers and 

payments. E-retailers, large 

technology companies and 

fi nancial institutions will 

be the biggest sources of 

disruption. Therefore, says 

James Chang, PwC China 

fi nancial services consulting 

leader, savvy fi nancial 

institutions will be examining 

various collaborative models 

with fi ntech companies. 

‘Financial institutions 

which are able to grasp 

the emerging technologies 

most quickly, while 

implementing supporting 

skill sets, will have a major 

advantage over their 

competition,’ he said. 

Panama Papers win
The Panama Papers – a 

journalistic investigation 

that exposed offshore 

companies linked to more 

than 140 politicians in more 

than 50 countries – has been 

awarded the Pulitzer Prize 

for Explanatory Reporting. 

The investigation – by the 

International Consortium 

of Investigative Journalists, 

McClatchy and the Miami 
Herald – uncovered 

offshore hideaways tied 

to mega-banks, corporate 

bribery scandals, and drug 

kingpins, and questioned the 

role of lawyers, accountants 

and bankers in promoting 

morally questionable 

tax shelters among their 

wealthy clients. 

Spirits buoyed
The Brexit shock that hit 

corporate spirits last June 

has eased, Deloitte research 

shows. Optimism among 

CFOs has hit an 18-month 

high and uncertainty 

has fallen from a post-

referendum record high 

to levels last seen in early 

2016. While CFOs believe 

the Brexit headwinds have 

eased, concerns about 

weakness in emerging 

markets and the euro area 

have also fallen signifi cantly. 

‘A more stable environment 

has bolstered corporate 

risk appetite and a laser-

like focus on cost control 

and building cashfl ow 

has softened,’ says Ian 

Stewart, UK chief economist 

at Deloitte.  AB

Compiled by Peta Tomlinson, 

journalist

The erupting cost of volcanoes
Global reinsurer Swiss Re has developed the world’s fi rst 

global volcano model, which assesses the risks of more than 

500 active volcanoes. It has calculated that over one billion 

people live within 150 km of an active volcano, with the top 

10 exposed cities including Tokyo in Japan, Manila in the 

Philippines and Jakarta in Indonesia.
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CVi

2017 
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2012 
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Council of Hong Kong 

(accountancy functional 
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2006
Chairman, Legal Aid Services 

Council
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Returned to accounting 

profession; founded own firm 

in 1990

1985
Senior executive of a listed 

group

1981
Accountant/secretary, 

Construction Industry 

Training Authority

1978
Assistant assessor, Inland 

Revenue Department

Community minded
A tough childhood followed by a varied career that has included a term as ACCA 
Hong Kong chairman have given financial secretary Paul Chan a solid ethos of service

Paul Chan has had a varied and 
rewarding career as a finance 
professional in Hong Kong but 

it would be fair to say that his most 
challenging role yet came in January when 
he was appointed as the financial secretary 
and became Hong Kong’s CFO. But he had 
to hit the ground running, with just a month 
to prepare his maiden Government Budget. 

That task wasn’t as onerous as one 

might think; as a professional accountant, 

he was armed with experience and technical 

knowledge that put him in good stead 

to prepare and deliver the Budget in 

February. Chan remarks that when he was 

working in the business sector, he offered 

his comments and critiques on the Budget 

as a representative of the accountancy 

profession. And, when he joined the 

Legislative Council of Hong Kong (Legco) 

as an elected member in 2008, he followed 

the Budget even more closely, observing 

the impact of the announcement on the 

business community and the people of Hong 

Kong. As the newly-appointed financial 

secretary, he focused on his priority – the 

needs of the Hong Kong community and 

its vision for the future – and then set about 

hammering out the details of the Budget. 

Two critical skills honed in his career 

came in especially useful: teamwork and 

the ability to listen to disparate views and 

make a final decision. He spoke to people as 

widely as possible to better gauge the pulse 

of the community. Given the government’s 

large surplus last year – HK$92.8bn – there 

was a lot of pressure for him to be generous 

in handing out ‘sweeteners, but he resisted. 

 

Responsible attitude
‘That would possibly promote my popularity, but I thought 

doing a Budget is not like putting on a firework display. 

As financial secretary I have to take a 

responsible attitude and set out measures 

catering both the short- and long-term 

needs of the community,’ says Chan.  

The 2017 Budget, announced on 22 

February, was based around three clear 

objectives for Hong Kong in terms of public 

finance: developing the economy and 

improving people’s livelihoods; investing 

for the future and enhancing liveability 

by creating both development and 

environmental capacity; and building a fair 

and just society where people can all share 

the fruits of economic success. 

From the more than HK$90bn surplus, 

Chan set aside HK$30bn for elderly services 

and rehabilitation services for persons with 

disabilities. He also ear-marked HK$10bn for 

supporting development of innovation and 

technology (I&T) ‘because I believe this is 

the driver for our future economic growth’. 

A further HK$10bn has been allocated for 

youth development, for initiatives such as 

expansion of exchange programmes for 

young students who ‘need to have more 

exposure, more horizons, and a multicultural 

competence so we can engage people from 

different backgrounds’.

In his Budget, Chan discussed the 

need for an Innovation and Technology 

Development and Re-industralisation 

Committee. He firmly believes that 

I&T will not only enhance Hong Kong’s 

competitiveness but will also provide many 

opportunities for young people, especially 

those with an entrepreneurial bent. 

Another key area and one outlined in 

the Budget is taxation and to this end he 

plans to set up a tax policy unit under the Financial Services 

and the Treasury Bureau. This is in response to the need to 

align Hong Kong’s tax practices with international standards 

amid the changes in the global tax landscape. 
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‘Hong Kong needs to follow, but that may weaken the 

competitiveness of our tax system, we have to tackle that. 

Besides, the mainland, Singapore and other economies use 

tax as a means to induce foreign investment or promoting 

the development of a particular industry. So we have to take a 

hard look into how we may use our tax system as a means to 

enhance our competitiveness,’ says Chan. 

Hong Kong is the international financial centre in Asia. 

Last year it maintained its position as the IPO market in the 

world, raising US$25bn (or HK$195bn) and outperforming 

both New York and Shanghai. ‘In terms of IPOs we have been 

very successful, but aside from IPOs, what else can we do? 

There have been talks about a third board; I think this is an 

area we need to look at,’ says Chan, referring to the Hong 

Kong Exchanges and Clearing’s proposal for a third board for 

companies unable to meet the profit requirements of the main 

board or the trading criteria of the Growth Enterprise Market. 

He’s also concerned about land supply – a critical issue in 

land-strapped Hong Kong and a subject he knows intimately, 

given his previous position as secretary for development. ‘I think 

perhaps I can contribute in expediting land supply initiatives, 

particularly for public housing’ says Chan, whose family benefited 

from Hong Kong’s public housing initiatives in the early 1960s.  

Humble beginnings
Chan grew up in a squatter area in the 1950s; a humble 

beginning for a man who today holds one of the highest-

ranking jobs in Hong Kong.The eldest of five, he and his 

family lived in a makeshift dwelling in Tai Hang Sai. They had a 

shared kitchen and had to walk a fair distance to use a public 

toilet. The area was cramped and there was little privacy, 

but it taught him how to get on with others and the value of 

teamwork. 

‘I liked ball games, but I couldn’t afford a football. If you 

wanted to play sometimes you just queued up at the football 

pitch and you had to learn to mingle with people, to play 

together and to find a road for yourself,’ he recalls. 

A few years after their home was destroyed by fire, the 

family moved into low-cost public housing. Those tough early 

years shaped the person he is today. ‘When I was young my 

teachers and my parents told me to work hard. At that time, 

people of my generation tried really hard,’ he says. ‘Another 

reason is we needed to make ends meet. I am the eldest in the 

family; I have four siblings and I have to support others in my 

family.’ 

When he graduated from secondary school he was already 

better educated than any of his relatives, but university wasn’t 

an option. ‘My dad thought that I needed to start working,’ 

he recalls. ‘Both he and I thought I didn’t have the chance to 

go to university. He asked a relative to introduce me to an 

accounting firm and that’s how I got started.’

The job was meant to be long term, but in the interim he 

was accepted at the Chinese University of Hong Kong to study 

business administration. His boss saw that he had potential 

and assisted him with his tuition fees and offered him summer 

internship in the firm. 

‘We have to take 
a hard look into 

how we may use 
our tax system 
as a means to 

enhance our 
competitiveness’
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Deeper issues
‘The Legislative Council brought me back to understand some 

of the deeper issues in the community, such as the wealth gap 

and poverty issues,’ Chan says. ‘As a legislator you scrutinise 

government expenditure and you speak for the public. It is a 

very important platform.’ 

He served as a member of Legco in the accountancy 

functional constituency, from October 2008 until July 2012. During 

that period he regularly met with people who came to lobby and 

he quickly learned the importance of recognising where people 

are coming from and their agenda. ‘Is it a sectorial interest or in 

the public interest? The ability to draw that distinction and be 

conscious of competing interests is important,’ Chan observes. 

His next step, from Legislative Council to secretary for 

development, had his critics maintaining that he wasn’t cut out 

for the job. What did an accountant know about how to handle 

the thorny issues around land planning and development? 

Chan was quick to counter that his training and experience 

ensured he was well-equipped for the job. As an accountant 

he had developed an enquiring mind and was used to asking 

why and digging deeper. Accountancy is a rational discipline, 

based on facts, figures and analysis – all very useful skills for 

the job. What’s more, his experience working across a number 

of sectors meant he was used to listening to a number of 

diverse viewpoints and then making a judgment call. 

When the opportunity to take on the role of financial 

secretary arose this year, Chan says he accepted the position 

because it is a broader platform to work for the public 

good. He notes that his being in the public eye and serving 

the community in a position of authority and respect can 

fuel controversy. ‘You have to face criticism or opposition 

but I never shy away,’ he says. ‘This is my duty. This is my 

responsibility. So I just come out and face it.’ 

He has only recently stepped into a role that has high 

expectations from the people of Hong Kong, yet Chan is at 

ease with the immense responsibility before him. He adds that 

he is someone who considers all points of view and actively 

seeks and listens to what his peers have to say. ‘As accountants 

we have an excuse to question things,’ he concludes. ‘We need 

to be humble so that we will take the advice and suggestions 

of colleagues seriously and think through and have a frank 

discussion instead of just insisting your own way.’  

Kate Whitehead, journalist

University life appealed and when he graduated in 1977 

he stayed on as a tutor, with a hope of pursuing further study 

abroad. He later took a different career path, joining the Inland 

Revenue Department as an assistant assessor. It was a fast-

growing department with good promotion opportunities, but 

Chan wanted to experience more. ‘I wanted to move a little 

faster, so after two years I left and joined a statutory body at 

that time called the Construction Industry Training Authority as 

its second most senior executive,’ says Chan. 

Three years later, another opportunity arose and Chan 

needed to decide whether to go back to the university or 

stay in the private sector.  Ever since his student days he’d 

harboured a wish to go overseas; he thought if he went 

back into academia it might offer the opportunity to fulfil his 

aspirations. He asked for advice and followed the lead of a 

principal lecturer who convinced him to stay in the business 

sector. 

‘He said, “You are young, you’re professionally qualified, 

even got an MBA [which Chan gained from The Chinese 

University of Hong Kong in 1984], so if you want to come back 

to the academic institution any time you will be welcomed 

with open arms. But if you choose academia now and later on 

if you want to go back to the business sector, it would be very 

difficult.” It was good advice,” recalls Chan. 

Acting on it, he accepted a job at a property and 

construction group, which offered him the opportunity to 

assess different business deals and travel to mainland China 

and overseas, broadening his horizons and understanding of 

doing business. He later set up his own accountancy firm and 

also started to serve the accountancy profession and ACCA 
Hong Kong, becoming chairman in 1996-97. ‘During my time 

as the chairman, the markets in the mainland were booming 

and exciting opportunities for Hong Kong accountants were 

abundant,’ Chan says. ‘ACCA has put in a great deal of effort 

in providing much-needed professional training and education 

for the young people there and our members in Hong Kong.’

In mid-2000s, Chan read a book that was to greatly 

influence him. Half Time: Moving from Success to Significance 

(2008) by Bob Buford pitched the idea that midlife isn’t about a 

crisis; it’s about growing awareness. ‘I was pondering what I’m 

going to do at my half time,’ he says. ‘Hong Kong is wonderful 

place; you have every opportunity to work your way up, there 

is no glass ceiling. Hong Kong has given me a lot, so I made 

a decision to devote the second half of my time to serve the 

community. This is the time for me to contribute.’ 

That timely decision led to him standing for Legco. With 

a background in business where he was used to considering 

things from an economic standpoint, it was a big change, but 

one he embraced.  

Measured approach

Watch our video in which Paul Chan talks about how he 
brings his accountancy skills to his role as financial secretary: 
bit.ly/ACCA-playlist

AB
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Technology holds the key
As they contend with unprecedented challenges, both domestic and external, CFOs 
should use technology to transform financial management, says Cesar Bacani

focus from transaction processing to 

analytics and business partnering. This 

was the thesis put forward by Meizhong 

Wei, vice president and CFO at Dahua 

Technology and CFO Innovation’s 2016 

CFO of the Year. 

Wei recounted that when he joined 

the video surveillance product and 

solution provider 10 years ago, finance 

was handled by the founder’s wife, and 

the team did everything manually. It 

was evident to him that, to become a 

global player, Dahua needed to change. 

Finance was transformed by enterprise 

resource planning, automation and the 

introduction of seven shared services 

centres, including accounting and tax, 

internal control, and financial planning 

and analysis.

What finance gained, said Wei, was 

time and resources carved out from 

traditional work that are now utilised 

for analytics, planning, forecasting and 

partnering. Dahua has grown into an 

enterprise with RMB10bn (US$1.5bn) 

in annual revenue and operations in 

31 countries, yet the finance team has 

remained lean at just 110 people – fewer 

than 1% of the 15,000-strong workforce.

For Wei and other CFOs, 

technology is enabling finance to 

forecast what may be coming down 

the road and to model and stress-test 

databased courses of action. It will take 

time and effort, of course, to deploy 

technology and transform manual 

processes; patience is also required to 

change mindsets and equip the finance 

team with new skills and expertise. AB

Cesar Bacani is editor-in-chief of CFO 
Innovation

Restrictions on capital outflows that 
affect outbound investment and 
repatriation of profits. Worries about 
the stability of the banking and 
financial system. Rising interest rates 
and volatility in the value of local 
currency against the dollar. Intensifying 
economic nationalism that may place 
foreign firms at a disadvantage. 
Changes in political leadership. Trade 
protectionism with the rise of Donald 
Trump and other populists, and 
geopolitical tension in the South China 
Sea and the Korean peninsula.

I cannot remember a year when both 

the domestic and external environments 

in China have been so unsettled as 

they are today, and this was reflected at 

the 6th CFO Innovation China Forum 

in Shanghai in April. Time and again, 

speakers, panellists and delegates 

acknowledged this year’s unusual set of 

challenges – a perfect storm against the 

backdrop of the world’s second-largest 

economy transitioning from exports to 

services and domestic consumption, and 

its continuing anti-corruption campaign. 

What is a CFO to do? Nothing 

much, really, in the grand scheme of 

things. It’s the politicians, policymakers, 

central bankers and all the rest of it in 

China, in the US, in Japan and the rest 

of the world who will be calling the 

shots. Companies will simply have to do 

the best they can to anticipate and react 

swiftly to external events – and turn risks 

into opportunities, if they can.

But there is one thing, at least, that 

is within an enterprise’s control, and that 

is the pace of its adoption of technology 

to transform financial management 

and allow the finance team to shift its 

Technology is 
enabling finance to 
forecast what may 

be coming down 
the road and to 

model and stress-
test databased 

courses of action
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Investors who 
understood the risks 

they were taking 
are mostly resigned 

to their losses. It 
is the rest who are 
often unwilling to 

recognise their folly 

Buyer beware
Analysis of the conversations of online communities throws some light on why 
investors in scam schemes are so gullible, finds Errol Oh 

A trawl through the internet forums 

will yield some insights into the minds 

of those who invest in these scams. 

And because they can post messages 

anonymously, they tend to be candid.

From the discussions on investment 

schemes, for example, we learn that 

there are essentially two types of victim: 

those who are greedy and foolish, and 

those who are naive and foolish.

This is no big revelation, but what is 

surprising is how these two groups react 

when the schemes go sour. There is the 

usual combination of shock, anger and 

despair. In addition, there is often denial, 

suspicion and the blame game, with the 

authorities often the punch bag.

Investors who understood the risks 

they were taking are mostly resigned to 

their losses. It is the rest who are often 

unwilling to recognise their folly and are 

eager to fault others.

They blame the regulators for not 

stepping in earlier to halt the schemes. 

Or when these investors are convinced 

there is nothing wrong with the schemes, 

they blame them for ruining operations 

that had apparently been running well.

Worst still, some investors insist 

that enforcement action against the 

schemes is meant to shield the licensed 

investment players from competition.

There is another observation made, 

and it paints a portrait of the ugly 

Malaysian, the first-wave investor who 

is not blind to the fact that people will 

end up being cheated. But these early 

birds are sly enough to know that their 

money is safe. Are they not part of 

the deception? AB

Errol Oh is executive editor of The Star

Anybody who wants to understand 
why there is no shortage of investment 
scams in Malaysia would do well to 
start by studying conversations in 
online communities.

Social scientists would have a field 

day exploring social media platforms, 

chat rooms and discussion boards 

to figure out why there is an endless 

parade of victims of Ponzi schemes and 

other con games that target investors.

Amid the constant cyberspace 

chatter on where and how people 

should invest, one can find a fascinating 

contrast of savviness and ignorance, of 

persuasiveness and gullibility, and of 

opportunism and victimhood.

Every now and then, Malaysians 

hear of some newfangled investment 

venture that promises high and 

consistent returns. Typically, its 

promoters claim that these exceptional 

gains are possible because they have 

a unique and surefire way to profit 

from activities such as land banking 

and property development. The basic 

selling point is that such schemes offer a 

hard-to-resist opportunity to make good 

money with minimal time and effort.

‘Financial scams target people of all 

backgrounds, ages and income levels. 

Fake lotteries, advance-fee frauds, 

get-rich-quick schemes and internet 

investment schemes are some of the 

favoured means of separating the 

unwary from their hard-earned savings,’ 

says Bank Negara on its website.

As the central bank points out, some 

people join these dubious schemes 

with their eyes wide open; they are well 

aware of the deceit but are prepared to 

risk their money anyway. Why?
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Global approach
Meeting members and stakeholders around the world enables the executive team to 
strengthen ACCA’s reputation as trusted advisers, says president Brian McEnery

authority that we have around the world 

as trusted advisers.

My fellow Council members have 

also produced a series of webinars, 

giving an overview of strategic progress 

from the last few months and to answer 

your questions. If you weren’t able to 

make these live, you can still watch them 

at bit.ly/ACCA-councilweb. 

I hope that you find these useful and 

that my travels have been valuable to 

many of you as well! AB   

Brian McEnery is a partner specialising 

in corporate restructuring and 

healthcare consulting at BDO Ireland

It has been a busy few months for the 
ACCA Council and executive team, 
as we spend time working with our 
markets around the world to shape 
our perspective and activity. Alongside 
my day job, I have been travelling 
extensively to meet hundreds – if 
not thousands – of ACCA members, 
students and stakeholders.

I’ve spent time in Pakistan, 

Singapore, Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda, 

the UK and China. Soon I’ll be visiting 

Canada and Guyana.

It’s been a whirlwind of learning, 

experience and forging relationships. 

My main reason for market visits is, 

of course, to meet with members. 

So many of you have been generous 

enough to share local insights, which 

helps me to continue to work for you. 

It’s my discussions with all of you that 

allow me to speak on your behalf – so 

thank you to the many of you who 

have hosted me and helped steer 

my leadership of ACCA over the past 

few months.

I’ve also been giving out awards 

to students who achieve exceptional 

marks on their ACCA papers and to 

ACCA-qualified professionals who are 

excelling in their careers and giving 

back to the profession.

Each visit usually involves some 

consultation with local stakeholders, 

including employers, regulators 

and government officials. In all 

our markets, we look for local 

relationships that can strengthen 

ACCA’s position, ensure that your 

Qualification is respected and 

open doors for ACCA members to 

local opportunities. 

I travel around to ensure that my 

perspective remains truly global. I need 

to be aware of the local movements 

and dialogues within which ACCA can 

be situated. It also allows me and the 

ACCA executive team to have a broad 

view of the economy and environment 

as a whole; we can see and act on 

trends and opportunities that span 

several countries, such as the China-

Pakistan Economic Corridor or the One 

Belt, One Road initiative.

I have met with so many inspiring 

ACCA professionals throughout my 

term, but particularly over the last three 

months. It has really demonstrated the 
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Second chance
PwC, the firm which calculates the votes 

and hands out the winners’ envelopes 

at Hollywood’s night of nights, the 

Academy Awards, is to be retained 

despite this year’s mix-up that saw 

the wrong film being named as best 

picture. Academy president Cheryl 

Boone Isaacs said the Academy had 

been ‘unsparing in our assessment that 

the mistake made by representatives of 

the firm was unacceptable’, but added 

that the long-running and wide-ranging 

partnership was important. Among the 

assurances given by the firm was that a 

third accountant will on duty back-stage 

from next year to avoid a repeat of the 

envelope mix-up. 

Student success
At the finals this year in Lisbon, 

Portugal, of KPMG International’s Case 

Competition – its flagship student 

recruitment initiative, where teams 

compete over four days of case study 

analysis and presentation – the Chinese 

University of Hong Kong team was the 

outright winner. ‘These students are 

the business leaders of the future, and 

demonstrated it with the impressive 

level of insight and problem solving 

in presenting their ideas,’ said KPMG 

International chairman John Veihmeyer. 

44% 
The ratio of stakeholders viewing 
internal audit as ‘contributing 
significant value’ fell 
year on year from 
54% to 44% in 
2017, the lowest 
level in five years.  
Source: Pw C

The view from
Agnes Ip FCCA, head of recruitment at ShineWing, 
Hong Kong, on why HR professionals need financial skills

cost-effectiveness of HR 

initiatives. Without these 

skills, it’s difficult to convince 

them of your achievements 

and the merits of your 

proposals and initiatives.

I love crunching figures, 
interpreting and analysing our 
performance indicators, finding 
correlations and identifying 
trends. I want to bring insights to 

the organisation. It’s a trend that 

management expects HR to play 

a strategic role in an organisation. 

Accounting and finance knowledge 

helps HR in decision-making, including 

headcount, budget, payroll and 

compensation. It also helps in forming 

budgets and predicting future risks. 

To be frank, I feel I became less 
‘commercial’ after I moved to HR. 
I have less first-hand experience than 

before in dealing with clients. But I want 

to keep abreast of the latest market 

happenings, so I decided to take a 

master’s degree with ACCA and the 

University of London. 

Other students are interested to hear 
my story of shifting from accounting 
to HR. Some might think I wasted six 

years in tax, but I regard transferring 

my accounting and finance knowledge 

into HR as extremely rewarding. Many 

accounting professionals feel the 

same. They don’t just like numbers; 

they also enjoy working with people. 

And the good news is that companies 

increasingly want HR to understand 

finance and business. AB

The good news is 
that companies 

increasingly want 
HR to understand 

finance and 
business

I graduated from the 
University of Hong Kong 
with a double degree 
– Bachelor of Business 
Administration (Law) and 
Bachelor of Law. I then 

got an offer from EY and 

started a career in tax. I took 

ACCA exams and was one of the top 10 

affiliates for ACCA final papers in Hong 

Kong in 2007.

I moved to ShineWing two years ago, 
taking care of recruitment and overall 
HR operations. My personal experience 

of being a client-facing accountant 

in professional firms enabled me to 

understand the industry, profession 

and talent. I enjoy contributing to the 

profession by playing a supporting role, 

helping our people to create a better 

working environment with promising 

career paths and opportunities.

No matter which area you’re in, 
possessing accounting skills will 
help your daily work. Management 

want analysis to demonstrate the 
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Get smarter
As cyber crime evolves to become more threatening, auditors need to up their 
game by adopting an intelligence-led approach to cybersecurity
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Outsourcing to prevent cyber attacks
While this might sound like inviting more risk, more auditors are engaging third-

party centres for vulnerability assessments and testing penetrability. 

The biggest reason businesses increasingly favor third-party cybersecurity service 

centres comes down to saving cost and retaining IT talent.

‘As a company, managing your own security is expensive and time-consuming. It 

is a signifi cant endeavour. When you think about what it takes to monitor, depending 

on the size of the business and nature of the industry and how critically you need 

to have your security managed, the fi nancial investment is signifi cant,’ says Neil 

Campbell, director of security practice at Telstra.

Also, IT security industries have some of the highest turnovers. Silva Consultants, 

a Seattle-based security consulting fi rm, says the rate of turnover in the contract 

security industry is legendary, with annual turnover rates averaging 200% or more.

‘I do think there is a skills challenge in the market. It is very hard to fi nd good 

security people. Security professionals tend to look for variety in what they do. 

If they’re managing the security of a single environment, it is far less interesting 

compared to looking at new environments every day.’

Security professionals in cybersecurity services centres are exposed to a 

huge variety of environments compared to in-house IT departments. ‘This allows 

cybersecurity service centres to have a better perspective over different platforms 

compared to in-house security departments,’ says Campbell.  

a full-blown trend. It’s not an either or, it’s 

essentially what you have to do anyway, 

applying intelligence to SOCs,’ says 

Ben Wootliff, head of the cybersecurity 

practice at Control Risks Asia. 

‘The SOC is purely reactive. So 

the way you might react to it is by 

saying you have identifi ed a breach, 

let’s respond to that breach. You do it 

sequentially. The protection might not 

be predicated on what the motivations 

are. So it’s based on a compliance-

based approach,’ explains Wootliff. 

While an SOC is a responsive 

cybersecurity operation in which analysts 

focus on working through a list of alerts 

and launching appropriate responses, 

a security intelligence centre (SIC) is a 

proactive cybersecurity operation in 

which the emphasis is on learning about 

and anticipating threats, rather than 

triage and incident response.

‘The SIC is like an SOC on 

steroids,’ says Wootliff. SICs empower 

organisations to take a predictive 

approach, addressing threats before they 

cause harm rather than reacting to them. 

This approach is necessary in today’s 

threat landscape, which is characterised 

by advanced persistent threats (APTs), 

requiring a high level of security.

Both SOCs and SICs can be 

implemented either internally 

or outsourced as third-party 

cybersecurity centres. 

Unfortunately, many organisations 

are still putting the majority of their 

security investments in preventative 

technologies, for example, SOCs, 

which aren’t designed to stop every 

intrusion into this complex, dynamic 

infrastructure.

‘Companies need to begin thinking 

about cybersecurity less as a purely 

IT-managed risk and far more as a 

strategic business issue,’ says the 

Consumer Loss Barometer report 

by KPMG, published last August.

While more than 34.6% of the 

‘The best defence is a good offence,’ 
is an adage applied in games and 
military combat, but the same strategy 
is increasingly applied by businesses 
and other organisations to the realm of 
cybersecurity. 

Decades ago, cyber attacks were 

carried out in the form of mild viruses 

and spam malware. In recent years they 

have evolved into a threat that can 

cause serious fi nancial and reputational 

consequences. 

‘It is logical and encouraging that 

models to address the pervasive and 

potentially devastating threat of cyber 

attacks are evolving,’ says Institute of 

Internal Auditors (IIA) president and 

CEO Richard Chambers.

‘The creation of formal security 

operation centres allows for holistic, 

proactive approaches to cybersecurity 

in which all parts of the organisation, 

including the internal audit function, 

can support the battle against data 

breaches,’ he says.

The Quick Poll survey of 130 chief 

audit executives conducted in June 

2016 by the IIA, the Audit Executive 

Center (AEC) and the Internal Audit 

Foundation (IAF) found that more than 

a third of respondents are turning to 

security operation centres as part of 

their cybersecurity strategy.

At the same time, a growing number 

of organisations are recognising that 

‘100% protection, 100% of the time’ is 

unachievable, the report says.

‘Companies at a global level are 

very concerned about cyberthreats. It is 

not just the companies but countries are 

taking the cyberthreats very seriously,’ 

says Raj Chaudhary, a principal at US 

public accounting, consulting, and 

technology fi rm Crowe Horwath. 

While it is good news that 

businesses are creating formal SOCs, it 

is the bare minimum. Forward-thinking 

businesses are going beyond this by 

applying intelligence in SOCs.

‘It is a burgeoning trend rather than 
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away from a testing and compliance-

based approach to a threat-led one. 

This implies understanding what threats 

are out there and how those threats 

might be manifested. They are taking an 

intelligence-led approach,’ says Wootliff.

UK authorities have been the fi rst 

to enact contingency plans after Tesco’s 

online banking arm had £2.5m stolen, 

with a total of 9000 customers’ accounts 

compromised by a cyber attack.

‘It’s not so much going from 

SOC to SIC, but it is an example 

of where regulators are telling 

organisations to apply intelligence 

to their program,’ says Wootliff. 

Many business organisations and 

auditors will have to discard the idea 

of relying on merely safeguarding 

intelligence assets, especially in 

an increasingly complicated and 

interconnected business environment. 

And that is the way it should be, 

because cyber attacks cost business 

worldwide as much as US$450bn in 

2016, according to Steve Langan, CEO 

at Hiscox Insurance. 

And while larger businesses may 

have the resources to weather the 

damage even in the long haul, for 

smaller businesses, cyber attacks can 

be impossible to overcome, with nearly 

60% of small companies going out of 

business following a hack, according to 

survey respondents from IIA and 

Crowe Horwath’s report said that their 

organisations had already established 

a formal SOC, while another 10% were 

considering it, implying that there is still 

room for audit executives to become 

more actively engaged.

And the speed of embracing the 

concept of an intelligence-driven 

defence approach differs between 

regions, with most Asian countries 

lagging behind while their western 

counterparts are quicker to apply. 

‘Asia is still several years behind. 

Although Hong Kong and Singapore 

are pretty advanced, intelligence-led 

approaches against cyber attacks 

are still trying to catch on. Asian 

institutions love compliance but 

they’re not as interested in threats,’ 

says Wootliff. 

‘The Hong Kong Monetary Authority 

has talked about intelligence sharing. 

But a lot of organisations still have an 

SOC-led approach,’ he adds. 

The Cyber Security Report 2017 

released by Telstra shows that 59 

percent of the organisations surveyed 

in Asia have detected a business-

interrupting security breach at least 

once a month.

‘Businesses in Asia are dealing with 

unprecedented security and business 

challenges. Many of these are fuelled by 

mobility, cloud-based service offerings 

and the need to have an environment 

that adapts to the way users want to work 

and interact,’ explains Neil Campbell, 

director of security practice at Telstra.

‘Organisations must invest in 

appropriate security initiatives in order 

to reap the benefi ts of innovative 

technologies, like Cloud and Internet of 

Things (IoT) devices, as they emerge.’ 

On the other hand, countries like 

the UK recognise that cybersecurity is 

no longer an isolated issue that should 

be managed by an IT team alone. 

‘The Bank of England is moving 

the United States House Committee on 

Small Business.

A joint study by BMI and Ponemon 

Institute surveying 383 companies 

around the world found that the average 

total cost of a data breach is US$4m, or 

US$158 per record in 2016. 

In the US, the costs are even higher, 

averaging US$221 per record, totaling 

US$7.01m per breach. 

But it is the aftermath of a data 

breach through a cyber attack that can 

be even more devastating.

A survey of 65 companies affected 

by hacks since 2013, conducted by IT 

consultant CGI and Oxford Economics, 

found that cybersecurity attacks shaved 

off at least US$52.4bn in their share value 

in recent years. 

The same study found that there 

is ‘signifi cant connection between a 

severe cyber breach and a company’s 

share price performance,’ meaning that 

share prices fall 1.8% on average on a 

permanent basis for companies that 

have seen a cyber breach.

According to the same report, 

fi nancial services companies experience 

a particularly severe impact from hacks 

because of the industry’s ‘high levels of 

regulation, the importance of customer 

confi dence and the potential for fi nancial 

fraud to be a facet of the breach’.

‘The banking and healthcare 

industries have personally identifi able 

information which is valuable to 

cyber criminals. Life sciences and 

manufacturing, electric and utilities are 

certain industries where there is more 

concern for intellectual property loss,’ 

Chaudhary points out. 

‘It is a conceptual switch that is 

needed. Cybersecurity should no 

longer be viewed as a technical issue, 

but as a business risk issue, an ongoing 

risk which is constantly changing and 

evolving,’ says Wootliff. AB

Haky Moon, journalist

Cyber attacks can 
be impossible 

to overcome for 
smaller businesses, 

with nearly 60% 
going out of 

business following 
a hack
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IFIAR’s annual inspection findings
The International Forum of Independent Audit Regulators (IFIAR) comprises 

independent audit regulators from 52 jurisdictions representing Africa, North 

America, South America, Asia, Oceania, and Europe. Dedicated to serving the public 

interest and enhancing investor protection, IFIAR provides a platform for dialogue 

and information sharing regarding audit quality matters and regulatory practices 

around the world, and promotes collaboration in regulatory activity. 

The results of the 2016 Annual Inspection Findings Survey continue to show a 

lack of consistency in the execution of high quality audits and point to the continued 

need to address firm-wide systems of quality control, including in the critical area of 

auditor independence.

IFIAR has outlined that it will continue its dialogue with the six largest network 

firms and its consideration of standard setting in the area of firm quality controls. 

Robust root cause analysis and implementation of remedial actions are fundamental 

to raising the bar on audit quality. 

IFIAR has stressed that it is critical that firms implement processes that enable a 

timely, thorough assessment of recurring root cause issues – positive or negative – 

and take appropriate actions. IFIAR has observed that root cause analysis practices 

vary among the largest firm networks – and even within those networks – and has 

called for more consistent and robust programs in this area. 

Rooting for better audit
Regulators in ASEAN countries are working with the Big Four firms to tackle the root 
causes of ‘unacceptably high’ numbers of audit inspection findings 

 The AARG is made up of Malaysia’s 

AOB, Indonesia’s Finance Professions 

Supervisory Center, Singapore’s 

ACRA and Thailand’s Securities and 

Exchange Commission. 

Sim Hwee Cher, assurance leader 

at PwC Singapore, said the firm 

supported the initiative to raise audit 

quality in the region. ‘Auditors play 

a significant role in upholding the 

reliability of financial statements and 

investor confidence in the capital 

markets,’ he said. 

‘As a leading public accounting 

firm, our purpose is founded in our 

heritage of creating trust in the capital 

markets and we are committed to work 

together with the regulators to build a 

sustainable culture of quality audits in 

the region.’

The initiative by the AARG to reduce 

audit inspection findings complements 

a similar initiative by the International 

Forum of Independent Audit Regulators 

(IFIAR) to achieve a targeted reduction 

in audit inspection findings globally, so 

as to address persistent deficiencies in 

listed public interest entity (PIE) audits. 

‘We are pleased that our members 

who are active in the ASEAN region 

are taking forward IFIAR’s initiative 

to achieve our measurable target to 

improve audit quality,’ said Carl Renner, 

executive director, IFIAR. 

In 2015, IFIAR’s Global Audit Quality 

Audit regulators in Malaysia, Indonesia, 
Singapore and Thailand hope to 
improve audit quality in the region by 
working with the Big Four audit firms to 
reduce the number of listed company 
audits with inspection findings by 25%.

According to a statement by the 

ASEAN Audit Regulators Group (AARG) 

in February 2017, both the group and 

the Big Four accounting firms in the 

region have agreed on this goal. 

The AARG will ramp up its 

engagement with the leadership of 

Deloitte, EY, KPMG and PwC to address 

the root causes of recurring inspection 

findings. Progress will be monitored 

and measured at a national level by 

the respective AARG members on an 

ongoing basis.

‘By setting a quantifiable milestone, 

audit regulators and audit firms in 

the region have demonstrated their 

commitment to work together to 

raise audit quality in the region,’ said 

Kenneth Yap, former chief executive of 

Singapore’s Accounting and Corporate 

Regulatory Authority (ACRA) in the 

statement. ‘This bodes well for investor 

confidence in ASEAN.’

Dato’ Gumuri Hussain, executive 

chairman of Malaysia’s Audit Oversight 

Board (AOB), noted in the statement 

that the effort would instil a sustainable 

culture of audit quality across audit 

firms in the region which would result 

in ‘enhancing confidence in the capital 

market, in the quality and reliability of 

audited financial statements’.
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individual audit engagements were 

largely consistent with IFIAR’s survey 

the previous year. For audits of listed 

PIEs, these themes were accounting 

estimates, including fair value 

measurement (32%), internal control 

testing (18%) and revenue recognition 

(13%). A new theme was added to the 

2016 survey, namely, audit sampling 

(17%). For SIFI audits, internal control 

testing was a recurring theme, the 

statement said.

On a related note, the AARG will 

work with the World Bank to strengthen 

audit oversight practices in ASEAN. 

Jarett Decker, head of the World 

Bank’s Centre for Financial Reporting 

Reform (CCFR), said that the World 

Bank would offer additional resources 

and technical perspectives to support 

the AARG.

The collaboration began with an 

AARG workshop in February and will last 

about four years, he said.

‘We believe that improved financial 

transparency will help achieve the 

bank’s twin goals of ending poverty and 

promoting shared prosperity,’ he added. 

Working Group (GAQWG) set a goal for 

the six largest network firms to reduce 

the number of deficient audits (those 

with at least one finding) reported 

by members of this working group 

in IFIAR’s annual survey by at least a 

quarter by 2019.

‘This goal is a meaningful, longer 

term progress indicator of audit quality 

globally,’ he said. ‘IFIAR supports this 

objective by encouraging root cause 

analysis along with intensive quality 

monitoring and increased dialogue with 

the audit firm leadership.’

In March this year, IFIAR noted that 

its 2016 Inspection Findings Survey 

showed a general decline in inspection 

finding rates; however, the high rates 

of findings continued to be of concern. 

‘In the critical area of firm-wide quality 

control, too many audit firms continue 

to have high rates of inspection findings, 

including in the areas of engagement 

performance (49%), independence 

and ethical requirements (40%), human 

resources (31%) and monitoring (28%),’ 

noted the IFIAR statement.

Some 34 IFIAR members reported 

findings from their inspections of 

855 audits of listed PIEs at 121 audit 

firms; 12 members reported findings 

from their inspections of 35 audits 

of systemically important financial 

institutions (SIFIs). Some improvements 

were noted but IFIAR said it remained 

concerned about the frequency and 

total number of findings year over year. 

‘An unacceptably high 42% of listed PIE 

audits and 49% of SIFI audits inspected 

had at least one finding,’ it said.

The inspection themes with 

the highest numbers of findings in 

‘Over time, financial transparency 

enables wider access to investment 

and credit; fosters financial discipline 

in enterprises; reduces the risk of 

financial instability; and ultimately 

plays an important role in creating an 

environment of economic dynamism, 

expanding opportunity, and growth.’

He said the CFRR would also 

help organise separate workshops for 

authorities from ASEAN countries that 

are not yet members of AARG, to assist 

in knowledge sharing and help advance 

the cause of continuous improvement 

of audit regulation in the region, in 

collaboration with regional experts.  AB

Jimmy Yap, journalist

More information

Get CPD units by answering  
questions on this article at  
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Death knell?
Could an accounting scandal and an 

ill-timed business decision relegate 

a Japanese tech giant to the list of 

commercial zombies? Toshiba was ‘once 

a household name’ but is ‘now bleeding 

billions of dollars’ and is ‘frantically 

trying to reassure investors that it will not 

succumb to the kiss of death’, reports 

the BBC. The 142-year-old company 

is poised to record Japan’s biggest 

industrial loss after its failed investment 

in US nuclear unit Westinghouse. The 

media report stated that much hinges on 

Toshiba’s ability to raise cash through the 

sale of its valuable memory chip unit. 

Confidence on the rise
Business optimism is at its highest level 

on record (49%) heading into Q2 2017, 

according to Grant Thornton’s latest 

International Business Report. The 

report shows confidence is particularly 

strong in the US, where levels have 

surged from 54% in Q4 2016 to a 14-year 

high at 80%. Countries across the EU 

have seen optimism increase from 34% 

to 39%, while both Japan and Singapore 

have seen 20% improvements. However, 

Francesca Lagerberg, global leader at 

Grant Thornton, notes that concern over 

a lack of skilled staff is at a two-and-a-

half-year high.

81% 
of institutional investors say 
companies do not adequately disclose 
nonfinancial risks that could affect 
their business. Source: EY

The view from
Brian Ngan ACCA, associate director – accounting, NBA 
Asia & India (based in Hong Kong)

service centres in countries 

like India and China. 

Hong Kong’s simple tax 
and legal systems and 
efficient civil service are 
advantages for doing 
business here. For example, 

starting a new company and applying 

necessary business registrations can 

take less than a week, compared with 

three to six months in other APAC 

countries. Hong Kong is also attractive 

to expats.

Over the last decade, an IT revolution 
has brought more opportunities to 
business and individuals in Hong Kong. 
Among my friends, there are more and 

more freelancers who work at home. 

They can meet their clients in the US 

or Europe by video conferencing and 

deliver their work by internet or less 

expensive courier services.

NBA runs events in Asia Pacific 
and India to promote basketball 
participation and an active lifestyle 
among children. I’m glad that I’m part 

of it by managing the budget and 

financial controls and operations. In 

the coming 10 years, I expect that the 

number of basketball fans in Asia will 

grow tremendously. We also assist at 

All-Star Weekend and Global Games. In 

2013, during the Global Games Manila 

in the Philippines, every NBA staff 

member in Asia had their duty; I was 

responsible for leading NBA legend 

Ron Harper on a walk around the arena 

during half-time. The whole week was 

an amazing experience.

It is challenging 
– but also fun to 
learn – to fulfill 

different tax 
and statutory 

requirements in 
different countries 

across the region

I began my career in 
KPMG’s audit department. 
Auditing helped me to 

understand client businesses 

in different industries, while 

also broadening my horizons 

by travelling to different 

cities in China. Analysing 

businesses through their numbers 

and understanding how they run 

inspired me to switch to finance from 

engineering. Now I oversee the financial 

controllership for the US-based National 

Basketball Association (NBA) in the Asia 

and India region. It is challenging – but 

also fun to learn – to fulfill different tax 

and statutory requirements in different 

countries across the region. 

Accountants are no longer only 
responsible for financial reporting. They 

are required to point out the meaning 

behind numbers and suggest solutions 

to management. Another significant 

change is globalisation. Routine 

financial operations – for example, 

processing accounts payable entries, 

billing and so on – are outsourced to 

AB
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Blending in
Buying up large competitors in order to achieve growth is no longer providing great 
returns; a hybrid of organic and more targeted inorganic growth could be the solution

Companies across sectors and 
geographies are being challenged to 
develop more sophisticated growth 
strategies in an increasingly complex 
and fast-changing environment. 

behaviour is disrupting business 

models,’ says the EY report. ‘In such 

a fast-paced, environment, many 

executives are looking to mergers 

to thrive.’

In its annual M&A Barometer, EY 

says acquisitions are imperative for 

growth and survival. ‘A perfect storm 

of accelerating innovation, sector 

convergence and changing customer 
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‘There are many ways to grow,’ agrees 

Tim Koller, a partner at McKinsey. ‘We 

usually recommend that companies 

make an explicit ranking of the value 

of all the different types of organic and 

inorganic growth available at any given 

time using a return on capital approach. 

Typically we use net present value and 

discounted cashflow calculations for all 

types of project.’

Koller agrees that finding ways 

to blend the organic and inorganic 

can be a successful and innovative 

approach. ‘Take the example of new 

product development, which can 

often be the largest source of value 

creation per dollar of investment,’ he 

says. ‘Companies with good product 

distribution can use this to accelerate 

growth for other people’s products.

‘So they become good at adding 

products to their distribution systems – 

almost as if they were introducing new 

products organically – without  

too much distraction. Companies 

can also get good at acquiring skills 

But achieving growth isn’t as simple 

as going out and buying up competitors; 

research from a wide range of sources 

has shown that acquisitions are more 

likely to destroy value than create it. 

So many companies are taking a more 

nuanced approach, looking at how to 

blend organic and inorganic growth.

This combined approach has been 

dubbed ‘semi-organic’ growth by 

Professor George Geis, author of Semi-
Organic Growth: Tactics and Strategies 
Behind Google’s Success. He explains 

how Google has successfully combined 

organic and inorganic strategies by 

acquiring talent and technology that can 

help accelerate growth in its existing 

products and services (see box).

In fact more targeted, strategic 

acquisitions that seek to do just this are 

expected to increase this year; whereas 

megadeals are likely to decline. This 

suggests that many companies are 

looking to emulate Google – which has 

acquired more than 150 companies – by 

buying smaller, more innovative assets 

To support its 
‘semi-organic’ 

growth strategy,  
Google obsesses 
about retaining 

its highly-prized 
talent, offering 

generous bonuses

that can more easily fit into their 

existing strategy. 

‘Despite economic uncertainty, 

the appetite for deal-making among 

surveyed executives remains well 

above the long-term average,’ says 

the report. ‘In particular, the desire to 

buy innovation, especially in startup 

firms, is necessitating larger pipelines 

as companies screen more targets. 

They are looking for acquisitions that 

augment their current strategy.’
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Google and Yahoo go semi-organic
Successful acquisition programmes in large software and online-services companies 

complement organic growth and align with core growth strategy, according to research 

by McKinsey. Companies that accelerate revenue growth through acquisitions do not 

treat deals as an opportunistic way to capture cost synergies. They use several different 

deal types, but they link them all to their fundamental growth strategy, it says.

‘It is the combination of organic and inorganic growth that allows companies to 

survive and deliver excess return to shareholders,’ concludes the report.

George Geis, faculty director of the executive M&A programme at UCLA 

Anderson and author of Semi-Organic Growth: Tactics and Strategies Behind 
Google’s Success, has highlighted how Google takes this strategy further by clever 

integration of organic and inorganic factors.

He said one reason for Google’s success has been a semi-organic strategy that 

involves the clever integration of acquired talent and technology, using its own 

resources and culture to accelerate their potential. This works because Google has 

been able to integrate many of its more than 150 acquired firms into its existing 

product and service offerings, thus linking them to its clear core growth strategy.

To support this, Google ‘obsesses’ about retention of its highly-prized acquired 

talent, often offering generous bonuses.

The first example of this model was the internet company’s purchase of Applied 

Semantics in 2003. The small advertising technology company’s AdSense platform 

grew rapidly after acquisition, with patents, people and technology playing crucial 

roles in growing Google-delivered advertising.

Geis contrasts this approach with Yahoo, which tried to emulate Google’s semi-

organic strategy, but was less successful and eventually sold to Verizon last year. 

Its strategy failed because it was not able to base acquisition activities on a core 

identity, says Geis.

‘Over the years of its existence, Yahoo was tentative, if not schizophrenic, about 

what its core competency was,’ he says. ‘This not only made it difficult to define a 

clear M&A strategy but also led to disastrous valuation judgments.’

Independent consultant Alan 

Pickering FCCA has been involved 

in several hundred acquisition deals 

in his 28-year career so far. He says 

an approach that blends organic and 

inorganic growth makes sense given 

that, over time, both types will merge 

into the whole and cannot be isolated 

from each other.

But he says the term ‘semi-organic’ 

is ‘simple semantics. Acquisitions have 

a series of driving logics: sometimes it’s 

about buying market share, sometimes 

product and sometimes specific skills 

or even leadership. Acquisitions may 

work on one or multiple levels – an 

that they require with a formula that 

minimises distraction.’

Tony Grundy, director of Cambridge 

Corporate Development and business 

school lecturer, says that organic 

growth and acquisition are not mutually 

exclusive strategies. He advises a 

contingent approach depending on the 

specific strategic context.

‘I recommend a five-prong strategy 

for evaluating potential growth projects,’ 

he says. He suggests looking at: 

* the strategic attractiveness of the 

market opportunity and competitive 

position of the new project or entity 

* the financial attractiveness, using 

metrics such as economic value 

added and income multiples

* implementation difficulty, including a 

‘difficulty-over-time’ curve analysis

* uncertainty and risk in the short, 

medium and long-term, using an 

uncertainty grid and scenario analysis

* stakeholder acceptability, using 

analysis and including possible 

changes over the project’s evolution.

acquisition to aid organic growth is just 

one subset.’

The important thing is that 

the acquirer has a holistic vision of 

why they are buying the target, adds  

Pickering. ‘So have a clear vision of 

your intentions and why you are making 

the acquisition. What exactly are you 

buying? For example, is it technology, 

route to market or people?’

Whatever it is, research suggests 

that the more closely it links to your core 

growth strategy, the greater the chances 

of success. AB

Tim Cooper, journalist
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Where next?

Watch Richard Howitt on the IIRC’s 
future trajectory and where the 
profession can add value, at bit.ly/
ACCA-Howitt

Clear view
Integrated reporting has come a long way since its roots in corporate sustainability, 
and accountants have a vital part to play in it, says IIRC chief executive Richard Howitt 

The IIRC is promoting an ambitious 

agenda. It wants to see a complete shift 

from compliance-driven, ‘burdensome’ 

reporting to integrated reporting, 

which is good for the board and 

‘This great global coalition’ is how its 
newly appointed CEO, Richard Howitt, 
describes the International Integrated 
Reporting Council (IIRC). The coalition 
is one that involves business, investors, 
regulators and professional accountants 
who have a passionate belief that 
integrated reporting (IR) is the future of 
corporate reporting. ‘It is about creating 
better business for the long term and 
for our world,’ says Howitt.

He insists that IR is first and foremost 

for companies. It provides a forward-

looking, holistic view that recognises 

that businesses operate using six forms 

of capital, which the IIRC has described 

(see box, page 32). A company does 

not have to report against capital type 

but, the IIRC argues, ideally the board 

should be asking questions that enable 

the business to be more successful in 

creating long-term value. 

‘Not a single 
company that 
has changed 
to integrated 

reporting has 
stopped doing it’
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2016
Joins the IIRC as chief executive, 

and becomes a member of 

the B20 group of international 

business leaders

2009 
Attends a meeting at St James’s 

Palace that leads to the formation 

of the IIRC, and is subsequently 

appointed IIRC ambassador

1999 
Re-elected to the European parliament, 

and appointed the parliament’s 

rapporteur for corporate social 

reponsibility (CSR)

1994 
Elected to the European Parliament 

CVi

Sustainability Forum, which brought 

together a network of CFOs. He is clear 

about the importance of senior finance 

leaders in spreading the IR message. 

‘Until CFOs embrace IR, it will never be 

integrated into reports. CFOs are the 

first focus of our efforts as we encourage 

companies to adopt IR.’

Years on from that forum and the 

IIRC is continuously campaigning in 

different ways – networking, training 

and working with regulators. It has 

a business network for individual 

companies to share learning, within 

which there are sectors such as 

banking and finance, technology and 

public sector. 

In 2016 the IIRC started a global 

training programme offering short 

courses in IR. ACCA is one of its 

licensed training providers. ‘When 

companies start IR or when they’re 

thinking of doing so, the training is 

going to have a powerful effect on how 

management, and would dovetail 

with business strategy and good 

corporate governance. Howitt says that 

such reporting is concise and more 

concerned with what is material to the 

business. He also claims that it would 

help to drive reform of capital markets 

by enabling a focus on the longer 

term. ‘It will help investors understand 

value creators in our interconnected, 

complex world.’ 

The concept has garnered much 

support over the past 10 years. The 

latest high-profile proponent is the 

International Federation of Accountants 

(IFAC), which in a policy statement in 

January 2017 said it ‘strongly supports’ 

the IIRC and its framework. ‘Like IFAC, 

we have champions worldwide who 

are leading the argument to make IR 

happen,’ says Howitt.

Reporting journey
In companies that are on the IR journey, 

Howitt says that the senior executives 

‘really get it. They lead the change 

in the business and see the success.’ 

When he meets CEOs of companies 

that have not yet started to change the 

way they report, the key is to convince 

them to see IR as a beneficial move for 

their organisation.

In the end, Howitt notes, it is often 

peers or institutional investors who 

are the best advocates. At the same 

time, long-term valuation creation 

strategies built into the plans of 

significant investors and regulators are 

as important to the IIRC as individual 

companies signing up. 

Advocacy appears to be working. 

Howitt says that around 1,500 

companies in the world are producing 

integrated reports, noting that ‘not a 

single one has stopped doing it. They 

soon start to see the benefit. That is the 

best advert of all.’ 

In 2009–10, Howitt was part of 

the Prince of Wales’s Accounting for 

they do it,’ says Howitt. Increasingly, he 

adds, as the IIRC gains international, 

regional and national endorsements, 

companies are seeing IR as a trend that 

they are keen to know more about. They 

don’t want to be behind the curve. 

Accountancy firms have a big part to 

play here, and Howitt makes an appeal 

to them: ‘Businesses are your clients. 

You are working with them on their 

reports. You are part of opening the 

door on this idea. Accountancy bodies 

have endorsed the idea that IR is part of 

your future. Each accountant has a role 

in advancing this.’

In IR’s early stages the pioneers have 

been large, listed companies but in the 

end it will reach smaller entities. IFAC 

and the IIRC are working on a study 

into the applicability of IR for SMEs, and 

Howitt promises developments soon. 

Breakthrough phase 
Over the past three years, the IIRC 

has established what it calls the 

‘breakthrough phase’, with the IR 

framework being developed, piloted, 

tested, agreed and implemented by 

leading companies. Next up is the 

global adoption phase, which the 

IIRC plans to start in 2018. The idea 

is to encourage more companies to 

adopt IR and at the same time obtain 

endorsements from international and 

national regulators. ‘The ultimate goal is 

global adoption, full-stop,’ says Howitt. 

The framework continues to evolve. 

Howitt praises the IIRC technical 

team, which is constantly giving 

technical feedback to the market, 

as well as reviewing and advising on 

implementation. ‘This year we have 

been doing a global feedback exercise 

on implementation of the framework. 

The output is a series of practice and 

guidance notes, which will be published 

over time.’

He is careful not to give the 

impression that there will be wholesale 
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Like many others, Howitt is 

concerned about the trust deficit 

in leadership, as measured by the 

Edelman Trust Barometer, which ‘is 

bad for business, regulation and the 

social licence to operate’. IR is one 

way to rebuild that trust, he says. ‘It is 

about having a wider understanding of 

the way the business is managed, its 

relationships and resources.’

A former Labour member of the 

European Parliament (MEP), Howitt was 

offered the IIRC job and had resigned as 

an MEP before that fateful day last June. 

He received a standing ovation in the 

European Parliament. He emphasises 

that the IIRC has no view on party 

politics and he declines to offer any. 

Still, as an MEP, he leaves a legacy. 

He is known as the architect of the 

European Union non-financial reporting 

directive. Deliberately it does not 

legislate for IR, which chimes with the 

IIRC’s belief that IR should be market-

led. The IIRC seeks endorsement, not 

regulation, from regulators. This is cited 

in the commentary to the directive and 

Howitt is working to make sure it is 

referenced in the directive’s guidance, 

due to be published imminently. ‘For 

the EU it is an opportunity to advance 

IR. We have a clear pathway in Europe 

for further development.’ 

Thanks to the directive, large 

companies should be reporting 

on certain environmental or social 

information by 2018. In terms of IR, at 

least, the UK’s decision to leave the EU 

will have no impact. ‘We take a country-

by-country approach, seeing what works 

in each jurisdiction and each context.’ 

In the UK, the strategic and directors’ 

report required under the Companies 

Act is close to integrated reporting but 

Howitt is discussing with the Financial 

Reporting Council how that can be 

taken further.

Across the Atlantic, the Securities 

and Exchange Commission had been 

revisions to the framework. ‘The 

framework is only three years old. 

Companies are adopting it and applying 

it. The most constructive approach 

will be to promote the practice and 

guidance notes at this stage.’ But, he 

says, the IIRC has an open mind, and 

the aim of the feedback exercise is to 

hear what the market and companies 

have to say. 

The IIRC teams – a mixture of staff 

and secondees – are based across the 

world: Europe, South Africa, North 

America, Asia and Australia. The work 

continues literally 24 hours a day. ‘The 

teams are a great model,’ says Howitt. 

‘We are getting senior secondees who 

are bringing their experience into IR, 

which is great for us. At the end they are 

taking their knowledge of IR back into 

business or the accountancy profession. 

This is one reason why IR has grown.’

He also praises the contribution 

that ACCA has made. ‘Helen Brand 

[ACCA chief executive] is on my board. 

ACCA has been one of the most 

supportive members of the IIRC. In 

particular, it has helped push adoption 

in South-East Asia, with progress in 

Malaysia and Singapore. We have made 

major breakthroughs.’ 

But never mistake activity for 

productivity. The IIRC has one simple 

measure of success: adoption. ‘We 

measure it not just in numbers of 

companies adopting IR but in qualitative 

terms as well. We look at how far 

systems in countries are moving towards 

integrated reporting, as well as the 

number of companies that say they 

publish integrated reports.’

The IIRC has been working closely 

with Italian energy giant Enel, which is 

close to adopting, as is steel and mining 

company ArcelorMittal. ‘Every big new 

name that adopts sends a signal to 

the market and shows the momentum 

behind IR,’ says Howitt. ‘When General 

Electric adopted IR in 2016, that was a 

huge moment for IR in America.’

Board members
Before starting as CEO in November 

2016, Howitt was an ambassador for 

IIRC but he did not sit on the board. 

Now he can see that the board practises 

what it preaches in terms of high 

standards of corporate governance. 

He is also impressed with the quality 

and international reach of the board, 

ACCA’s Brand being just one example. 

Others include chair Barry Melancon, 

CEO of AICPA, and UK Sinha, the former 

chairman of the Securities and Exchange 

Board of India. These senior leaders are, 

in Howitt’s words, ‘holding the flame for 

IR and committing their personal time 

and conviction to make this a success. 

It’s a privilege to work with them. We 

make each other work hard.’

The six forms of capital
* Financial

* Manufactured

* Intellectual

* Human 

* Social and relationship

* Natural

The IIRC says: ‘The primary purpose of an integrated report is to explain to financial 

capital providers how an organisation creates value over time. The best way to do so 

is through a combination of quantitative and qualitative information, which is where 

the six capitals come in.’
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consulting on possible regulatory 

changes around IR, with the IIRC 

contributing in a public hearing. Howitt 

says he expects a pause following the 

election of President Trump, but that 

this is not the end for IR in the US. 

He cites the letter written in early 

2016 by Larry Fink – the CEO of the 

world’s biggest investor, BlackRock – to 

the CEOs of large corporates in the US 

and Europe, in which Fink set out his 

vision for tackling short-termism, urging 

companies to report on their strategy. 

Howitt calls it ‘a major breakthrough 

moment’, with emphasis on long-

term value creation backed up by 

others, such as the US-based Investor 

Stewardship Group. 

a better understanding of how 

various bodies work together – for 

instance, taking a common position 

on materiality. What he calls a ‘site 

map’ would, he says, give visibility to 

the work of different bodies and show 

how they are related. ‘At the moment 

there is confusion – which is an excuse 

for inaction – and I want to take that 

excuse away.’ 

Howitt needs corporates to rise 

to the challenge of IR of their own 

volition. In the end, he is putting his 

faith in the market – and, of course, that 

great global coalition – to make IR the 

worldwide norm. 

Peter Williams, journalist

Since becoming CEO of the IIRC, 

Howitt has appointed Bob Laux, who 

led the treasury controller group at 

Microsoft, to be a programme lead in 

the US. ‘IR should be a global norm,’ 

he says. ‘The IR framework can and 

must be a crucial vehicle for companies 

to understand scalable development 

goals and how they contribute to 

value creation.’ 

The biggest challenge in his 

role, he adds, is the confusion in the 

market about the number of different 

frameworks, which leads to a sense 

that the frameworks are competing 

or that, somehow, corporates should 

comply with all of them. He wants 

the market and business to have 

‘ACCA has been 
one of the most 

supportive 
members of the 

IIRC family’

AB
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Digitally challenged
A study by EY and Forbes Insights of more than 1,500 global executives looks at the 
problems that prevent companies capturing long-term value from their data initiatives

Uneven maturity
The EY/Forbes research report, Data & Advanced 
Analytics: High Stakes, High Rewards, reveals clear 

differences in organisations’ data and analytics maturity.

The hurt league
The top pain points when designing business strategy 

to account for data and analytics are:

Have a well-established 
analytics strategy that 

is central to the overall 
business strategy

Organisation, culture and decision-making is 
based more on intuition than data

Lack of collaboration/alignment among 
members of management committee

Regulatory constraints prevent 
organisation from acting

Lack of budget and other forms of 
organisation commitment

Lack of support from senior 
leadership

No appetite for the huge 
transformation it would bring

Don’t have right leader to 
act as catalyst for change

Data/analytics are not 
changing the business strategy

Lack an 
analytics vision 
or strategy at 
this time

Don’t know, unsure

Market leading

Ahead in 
most areas

Generally at 
parity with 
competitors

US

Canada

UK

Japan

China

France

Germany

Behind 
in some 
areas

Well behind

1%

10%

49%

44%

44%

39%

34%

33%

31%

9%

29%

35%

16%

9%

Who’s got an edge?
Ultimately, advanced analytics can give businesses a competitive 

advantage by allowing them to identify changing customer 

tastes more quickly than their less mature peers can.

The leaders
Regional maturity rankings remain unchanged from 2015, with 

Asia Pacifi c fi rst, North America second and EMEA third. The 

top-ranked countries overall are:

What is your current competitive ability in data and analytics?

2
3

6

4
5

1
7

45%
Have an established 

analytics strategy that 
is also starting to be 

viewed as a key strategy

38%
Have an analytics 

strategy for specifi c 
lines of business, but 

not fully aligned across 
the enterprise

10%

7%
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Cooperate or compete?
With some regional differences, the global population is urging governments to put 
tax cooperation ahead of competition, fi nds research from ACCA, IFAC and CA ANZ

Figure 1: Who do people trust when it 
comes to the tax system?

Figure 2: What’s more important – 
competition or cooperation on tax?

-80% -60% -40% -20% 0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

■ Distrust     ■ Highly distrust     ■ Trust     ■   Highly trust ■   Number of respondents

Non-governmental organisations

Politicians

Professional accountants

Business leaders

Professional tax  lawyers

Media International tax policy 
cooperation more important than 
competition to increase national 

tax revenue

3,250

925

Competition to increase 
national tax revenue more 

important than international 
tax cooperation
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Global poll
G20 Public Trust in Tax is based on an online survey of more 

than 7,600 individuals across the G20 countries. Half of 

respondents had an income of less than US$35,000.

Multinationals such as Starbucks have been in the 
frontline of protests against large corporations for 
perceived tax avoidance

The fairness of the international tax systems is 
increasingly headline news as public opinion 
continues to push governments and multinational 

corporations to ‘do the right thing’. It’s a topic central to 
many an election campaign around the world.

As the debate rages, more people are placing their 

trust in accountants and tax advisers than politicians and the 

media. Well over half of those living in G20 countries see tax 

professionals as a trusted source of information, with two-

thirds of the same group distrusting their politicians. Four out 

of 10 feel the same way about the media (fi gure 1).

But perhaps more importantly, this global population 

is urging governments to put tax cooperation ahead of 

competition (fi gure 2): while some governments may argue 

that low tax rates encourage more inward investment, their 

electorate would rather the tax systems were reformed to 

create a more coherent tax environment. In fact, only the 

Chinese would rather their government pursued a policy of tax 

competition in order to attract more investment from overseas.

These fi ndings are revealed in research carried out by 

ACCA, the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) 

and ACCA’s strategic partner Chartered Accountants Australia 

and New Zealand (CA ANZ) among some 7,600 people across 

the G20 nations in an attempt to measure public sentiment 

towards international tax issues in an increasingly globalised 

economic system. As Helen Brand, ACCA chief executive, 

says: ‘We believe it is vital to listen carefully and understand 

how people really feel about the international tax issues 

being debated in a crowded policy arena, and how their views 

compare between different countries.’

There are several backdrops to the report that help to 

place these fi ndings in context. There is the Organisation 

for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) Base 

Erosion and Profi t Shifting (BEPS) project, which is seeking to 

establish an international set of tax rules to ensure consistency 

of the tax treatment of corporate activity around the world. 

Then there is the wider issue of tax avoidance, where 

corporations or individuals seek to take advantage of schemes 

that allow them to reduce their global tax bill. In between, 

the media has been peppered with stories of multinational 

companies whose tax bills in particular jurisdictions have been 

perceived as particularly small, while some countries, such as 

the UK, seek to lower their headline corporation tax rates in 

order to become more attractive to overseas investors.

‘Making taxation work effectively in the globalised, digital 

21st century calls for collaboration among policymakers and 

commitment to working together on implementing agreed 

steps,’ says Fayez Choudhury, IFAC chief executive. ‘But it is 

citizens who will ultimately shape their government’s ability to 

implement reforms to our international tax system, and they 

will be the ultimate benefi ciaries.’

As the research notes, public debate on the tax system 

and international tax issues has been intense in many 

G20 countries, sparking major tax policy reforms and 

‘groundbreaking collaboration’ between countries with 

the aim of achieving a more coherent international system. 

According to the OECD, more than 100 countries and 

jurisdictions have now signed up to its inclusive framework on 

BEPS, which includes 15 action points covering areas such as 

the digital economy, controlled foreign company rules and 

transfer pricing regulations. 

The BEPS project has brought about an unprecedented 

level of cooperation among tax-collecting authorities around 

the world – a refl ection, perhaps, of the views of three-quarters 

of the G20 population who think it is important or very 

important for governments to cooperate on tax policy. One 

Figure 3: Is tax more about morals 
and fairness or laws and regulation?

■   Number of respondents

More a matter of 
morals and fairness

1,334

2,693

More a matter of 
laws and regulations
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Argentinian respondent says: ‘I believe it is important to create 

a closer union between countries in order to be able to help 

one another, instead of competing and fighting for resources.’

However, while the debate, certainly among politicians 

and the media, has increasingly focused on the morals 

and fairness of how much tax individuals or companies pay 

regardless of whether or not they have stuck to the law and 

regulations of individual countries, those surveyed take a more 

pragmatic view. Nearly three-quarters accept that paying taxes 

is mainly about application of the law rather than a question 

about what is morally correct (figure 3). The research also 

found that people are more than two times as likely to see 

paying taxes as more about laws and regulations. 

Although the ‘court of public opinion’ may have forced the 

hand of some multinational companies, the G20 population 

wants governments to set clear expectations on how much tax 

is paid, and by whom. Such a move, the report argues, would 

help earn the public’s trust in the tax system.

The research finds that the population as a whole is not 

unduly concerned about whether or not local or multinational 

companies are paying a reasonable amount of tax – more than 

half of the population agree that they are. However, those 

in the US, UK, Australia, Canada and Italy tend to think that 

while average or low income earners and local companies 

are paying enough, they believe high income earners and 

multinational companies are not (figure 4). As the report 

says: ‘People’s views vary widely… creating a challenge for 

international cooperation on tax policy although there are 

clear clusters of countries where people share similar views.’

And drilling down deeper into people’s views on tax 

minimisation strategies, it becomes clearer that there is no 

consistent view on how appropriate it is for different sized 

organisations, and indeed for particular individuals, to arrange 

their tax affairs so they pay a minimum level of tax. Overall, 

the survey found that people are 15% more likely to think it is 

acceptable for multinational companies to minimise their tax 

bill than for average or low income earning individuals. 

However, again there is a split here between countries: 

people in jurisdictions such as Argentina, China and Indonesia 

see tax minimisation as more appropriate for high-income 

earners, local and multinational companies, but people in 

countries such as Australia, Germany, the US and the UK 

believe such behaviour would be more appropriate for 

average or low income earners.

The report describes these findings as ‘surprising’. But 

it is the lack of trust in the world’s policymakers, and how 

their policies are reported, that arguably provides the most 

worrying aspect of the research. As one Australian respondent 

put it: ‘To earn trust, you need to justify why and how much 

you are taxing an individual, and explain to the public 

and media where that money has been put.’ And as a UK 

respondent says: ‘My trust in media and government is at a 

low level for inaccurate reporting.’

This in part helps to explain the trust that appears to be 

placed in accountancy and tax professionals, and to a lesser 

extent, tax lawyers. Despite being criticised by politicians as 

Figure 4: Who is paying enough tax?

■ Average or low income individuals     ■ High income individuals     ■ Local companies     ■ Multinational companies

Australia Canada China Germany India Japan Republic 
of Korea

Russia Saudi 
Arabia

South 
Africa

UK US

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

-20%

-40%

-60%

Chart shows net percentage, agree or strongly agree less 
disagree or strongly disagree
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More information

The full report, G20 Public Trust in Tax, based on joint 
research by ACCA, IFAC and CA ANZ, can be found at 
bit.ly/G20-Tax 

Activists from the Association for the Taxation of Financial 
Transactions and Citizens’ Action (ATTAC) demonstrate 
by an Apple store in southern France in April

part of the problem rather than the solution, it would appear 

that the general public puts more faith in the professionals. 

Indeed, more than half of the respondents believe their work 

contributes to the effi ciency, effectiveness and fairness of the 

tax system (fi gure 5). But again there are regional differences. 

So there is no ground for complacency. The report 

concludes: ‘The profession must work to maintain the strong level 

of confi dence people place in it throughout many G20 countries, 

and address issues and challenges where concerns arise.’ AB

Philip Smith, journalist

Nearly three-
quarters accept 

that paying taxes 
is mainly about 

application of the 
law rather than a 

question about what 
is morally correct

A more effective
tax system

A more effi cient
tax system

A fairer
tax system

Figure 5: Do you agree the work of 
professional accountants contributes 
to a better tax system?

■ Disagree    ■ Strongly disagree     ■ Agree     ■ Strongly agree
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Side benefi ts
Companies that do integrated reporting vary in how effectively they implement it. 
But those that have got it right say it has improved the way they operate

The concept of integrated reporting (IR) has been 
gaining ground. Promoted by the International 
Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC), IR attempts to 

address weaknesses in traditional fi nancial reporting and 
help business develop resilient operations for the medium 
and long term. 

Rather than focusing solely on their use of fi nancial capital, 

companies applying the IIRC’s International IR Framework also 

report on other forms of capital – manufactured, intellectual, 

human, social and relationship, and natural. The approach 

recognises that companies’ success depends on many factors, 

including the expertise of their people, the intellectual 

property they develop through research and development, 

and their interaction with the environment and societies in 

which they operate.

Since the release of the framework in December 2013, IR 

adoption has steadily increased. From 2018, the IIRC intends 

IR to enter a ‘global adoption phase’ and take up a position 

at the centre of corporate governance and reporting. Almost 

2,000 entities already participate in IR networks worldwide, 

while the IIRC’s IR Business Network – its fl agship programme 

for organisations committed to adopting the framework – now 

has over 80 members. 

So how successfully are the adopters incorporating the 

ideas behind IR and producing integrated reports? What 

helpful advice could their experiences provide for others 

interested in applying IR concepts for the fi rst time? A recent 

ACCA report considers these questions, building on a 2016 

review of 41 corporate reports issued by IR Business Network 

participants and drawing on detailed interviews with a sample 

of those reporters. 

The report, Insights into Integrated Reporting: Challenges 
and best practice responses, found that organisations 

encounter a range of barriers when adopting IR. These can 

include diffi culties in aligning key stakeholders (including 

senior management) behind IR, fi nding suffi cient dedicated 

resources, addressing concerns about the legal liability of 

directors in relation to future-orientated discussion, and 

overcoming prescriptive regulatory requirements. 

Nevertheless, IR Business Network participants are 

making good progress in some areas of IR. For example, 71% 

were considered to have provided a good insight into the 

organisation’s strategy, with 64% highlighting what gave them 

a competitive edge. The vast majority of companies reviewed 

(88%) included information on the range of capitals used 

or affected by the organisation, with 63% thought to have 
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Show me the so-what

See our series of videos by Alison Thomas on corporate 
reporting at bit.ly/ACCA-playlist

‘communicated well’ across the capitals that were material to 

them. Two-thirds of the reports explained well (at a high level) 

how the organisation creates value for itself and others. 

 

Could do better
But there is also room for improvement. Companies could, for 

example, do better at talking about risks and opportunities 

in the context of value creation over time, and in linking their 

performance to the capitals. Demonstrating value creation 

is complex because entities struggle to find measures that 

convey the full impact of their actions. How do you measure 

the value of employment, for example? 

Interviewed for ACCA’s report, Susanne Stormer, vice 

president of corporate sustainability at Novo Nordisk, the 

global healthcare company headquartered in Denmark, says 

that thinking and practice are still ‘immature’ in relation to 

quantifying or articulating the value that organisations derive 

from non-financial capitals. ‘You can have a narrative about 

how you use intellectual capital and the value created by 

constantly educating your employees so they can keep their 

employability, but you don’t really have metrics for it,’ she says. 

 IR Business Network participants also face challenges 

in relation to IR’s underpinning principles – in particular, 

connectivity of information, materiality, conciseness, reliability 

and completeness, and consistency 

and comparability. 

Interviewee Mikkel Larsen, 

managing director and head of tax 

and accounting policy at DBS, a 

financial services group in Asia, says 

the next step in developing IR for 

his organisation will be to improve 

linkage between risks and the P&L 

– ‘linking through from our strategy 

to the differentiators, into our risk 

section, into our resources, and over 

to when those resources transform 

themselves into financial resources’. 

Better quantification is another goal 

– to improve understanding of how 

resource value translates into financial value. ‘Because if we 

build up a heck of an innovation team, at some point hopefully 

that translates into financial value,’ Larsen says.

Although materiality is a familiar concept to the 

accountancy profession, the IR framework requires its 

application in relation to matters that affect value creation. 

One of the challenges is to reconcile the needs of different 

stakeholders when determining materiality – an issue may be 

more material to one stakeholder than another. Companies 

may also be using different materiality definitions under 

different reporting frameworks, which can be confusing. 

The principle of conciseness is also challenging for many 

integrated reporters. Only 41% of the IR Business Network 

participants reviewed had produced concise reports. Many 

found it hard to be concise while also producing integrated 

reports that satisfy the reliability and completeness principle.

Integrated thinking
Despite the challenges of IR, companies are making 

progress, as shown by the examples given in ACCA’s report. 

The research among IR Business Network participants 

also offers encouragement for organisations thinking 

of embracing this form of corporate reporting. In their 

interviews, company reporters identified many benefits of IR, 

including more integrated thinking and management across 

their organisation, greater clarity on business issues and 

performance, improved corporate reputation and stakeholder 

relationships, more efficient reporting, enhanced employee 

engagement and improved gross margins. 

For example, José Miguel 

Tudela, organisation and corporate 

responsibility director at Spanish 

natural gas transmission company 

Enagás, says the company has 

strengthened its relationships with 

finance providers as a result of IR. 

‘Providers of financial capital have a 

better understanding of our strategy 

and performance as well as a greater 

confidence in the long-term viability 

of our business model,’ he says.  

‘Our interviews with participating 

companies found passionate support 

for the aims of IR and a strong belief 

in the benefits it can bring,’ says Yen-

pei Chen, corporate reporting subject matter expert at ACCA 

and one of the report’s authors. ‘Our interviewees have found 

many challenges in the process of applying the framework but 

see this as a long-term journey towards better reporting and 

the creation of value by their businesses over time. We hope 

that the practical advice in the report will give more people 

the confidence to start their integrated reporting journey.’ AB

Sarah Perrin, journalist

The benefits of 
IR include more 

integrated thinking, 
greater clarity on 

business issues and 
performance, and 

improved reputation 
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The digital CFOThe digital CFO
This fi rst article in a series by ACCA in collaboration with PwC explains how fi nance 
leaders can help shape their organisations to prepare for the technology of the future

Digital is reshaping the global economy and changing 
the face of the workplace. In PwC’s 20th annual 
CEO Survey, 75% of business leaders expected their 

organisations to feel the force of advances in technology.  
Four major changes are shaping how businesses operate:

* channels to market are being transformed

* traditional customer bases are eroding and new ones are 

emerging

* product and service line profitability is dramatically shifting

* barriers to entry are falling.

As a result, disruptive competitors are appearing from 

nowhere. With increased risks and opportunities arising from 

digital, many established businesses are being pushed to 

innovate rapidly. There is pressure to become more effi cient, 

agile and forward-looking, and faster to adapt. Disruptive 

entrants into a market, in contrast, have an obvious advantage: 

they have no heritage and can quickly develop business 

models with no legacy challenges. They can scale quickly, with 

processes that have been built with the customer in mind.

The pace at which organisations can grow or fail is faster 

than ever before, and identifying growth opportunities more 

important than ever. For CFOs and their fi nance teams, the 

rapid pace of digital and technological development provides 

challenges, but also an entirely new starting point to reframe 

their role as central to helping the business. 

Reap the rewards
Finance leaders who take the opportunity that digital provides 

and who seek to embrace the technology shift will reap the 

rewards – as will their organisations. Operational processes 

will become increasingly automated, and we may even get to 

the ‘lights-out processing’ goal that fi nance teams have set 

themselves for seemingly decades. The standardisation of 

processing through the use of emerging cloud technologies 

means that custom-built systems won’t be the norm in the future, 

and robotic process automation (RPA) and artifi cial intelligence 

will remove the majority of manual tasks from the fi nance team. 

To protect the future, fi nance leaders need to rethink how 

and where the business invests around its core capabilities. 

They need to drive the transformation of the business 

processes that create most value. Finance must become more 

customer-centric and more focused on products and services, 

how they are provided and at what price. 

CFOs must capture, measure, report and predict future 

performance in a more agile manner. Data quality is critical, 

but so too is ensuring that fi nance teams have the skills to 

analyse decision-making and help identify opportunities. As 

such, digital demands an entire revolution of the CFO role, 

a different way of operating that fi rst and foremost thinks 

‘customer’. This means fi nance operations moving away from 

operational processing towards insight and analytics. 

Today’s CFO needs to be a strategist, transformer and 

technology evangelist, as well as the ultimate steward and 

leader of fi nance operations in the business. Finance must use 

technology solutions to provide real operational insight. 

Emerging trends 
We see four pillars of technology: 

* analytics: the explosion of data inside and outside the 

organisation to drive ‘big decisions’ and capitalise on ‘first-

move’ opportunities, as well as rethinking key performance 

indicators and core processes

* cloud: running the entire business from cloud, lowering 

cost, delivering enriched and more versatile data to serve 

better decision-making

* collaboration: digital tools revolutionising how teams work 

together

* RPA: the adoption of virtual-worker software to drive 

automation, reduce process costs and increase control and 

standardisation; in the longer term, artificial intelligence 

will offer even greater opportunities.

A fi fth pillar has now emerged, as processing and data 
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More information

This is an extract from ‘The ascent of digital – What does this 
mean for the CFO?’, the fi rst in a series of quarterly articles 
by PwC and ACCA, identifying areas of opportunity in the 
face of digital change. See bit.ly/ACCA-PwC-digi

Things to think about
How can fi nance infl uence business decision-making? Where 

should you invest, which processes are key to creating value, 

and how can the organisation change to drive growth? 

What is the role of different technologies across the 
organisation and across the fi nance function in better 
supporting the business? Where do you need to invest, what 

is the current fi t with existing technologies, and how can you 

leverage technologies to deliver the most value?

Is the quality of your data a source of competitive advantage 
and do you understand how to use it to drive insight? How 

effective is the data governance and have you established the 

right teams and collaborative forums within the organisation to 

analyse and gain value from your data? 

What are the implications of digital for fi nance talent – 
including, for example, analytical thinking, collaboration 
and commercial skills. Look beyond traditional recruitment 

to bring in new skills. Future-proof career paths. Examine the 

interventions you need to develop your fi nance workforce.

storage increasingly take place in the cloud: cybersecurity. 

But digital technologies alone are not the solution. It’s the 

impact made by smart people supported by the use of smart 

tools that truly matters. Digital rewrites the talent strategy for 

fi nance functions, and demands a rethink on how to attract, 

develop, engage and retain the best.

A shift in culture must be refl ected in behaviours. Finance 

must focus on supporting innovation, maintaining a measured 

approach to risk-taking, collaborating with the business and 

having an entrepreneurial outlook. Providing 100% accuracy 

on a fi gure versus 80% will not improve decision-making, 

especially if that accuracy comes at the cost of timeliness in 

reporting, which may mean missed business opportunities.

Skills shortage 
With better access to rich data and increasing opportunities to 

automate operations, the balance of fi nance roles is pivoting 

towards insight generation and performance management. 

New roles in scenario-planning, business-model simulation 

and decision support are emerging. Nearly every organisation 

we talk to is reducing the time taken to process information 

through RPA. Many are fi nding that they don’t have the skills 

within their teams that they will require in future. 

Commercial insight and digital know-how are critical as 

fi nance operations become increasingly analytical, judgment-

demanding and technology led. Recruitment pools will need 

to diversify into skills not traditionally associated with fi nance. 

Many fi nance teams have moved away from these skills over 

the past decade as they have focused on cost and effi ciency – 

perhaps there is now a risk that there is a skills shortage?

Traditional career paths in fi nance no longer exist; as 

enterprise functions are transformed and collaborate in the 

face of digital, the range of career opportunities becomes 

increasingly diverse, refl ecting the broader skills of those in 

the organisation, and the needs of the business. 

Finally, in the face of digital, learning interventions in 

fi nance are being transformed. The pace of change, innovation 

and virtual working all place a new premium on activities 

such as reverse mentoring, secondments, intergenerational 

knowledge-sharing and social-media engagement strategies. AB

Jamie Lyon, head of corporate sector for ACCA, in 

collaboration with Brian Furness and Andrew McCorkell of 

PwC, and Jens Madrian, CFO/COO of Reactive Technologies
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The art of persuasion

Watch Rob Yeung’s video on how to 
negotiate at bit.ly/Y-negotiation

Gain before pain
It’s not the information you convey so much as the order in which you say it that’s the 
clincher when it comes to negotiating, as our talent doctor Rob Yeung explains

studies conducted jointly by Leuphana 

University and Saarland University, in 

Germany, the researchers discovered 

that the choice of wording made 

a material difference to how these 

opening bids were perceived.

Across eight studies, the researchers 

led by Leuphana University’s Roman 

Trötschel discovered that sellers always 

obtained better financial outcomes 

when they phrased their proposals as an 

offer (eg ‘I will offer you my services for 

€800’) rather than a request (eg ‘I would 

like €800 for my services’). In other 

words, if you are selling a product or 

service, you should be sure to mention 

what you can do for your customers or 

clients ahead of what you want in return.

However, the reverse was true 

for buyers. Buyers who opened the 

discussion with an offer (eg ‘I can give 

you €1,200 for your car’) tended to come 

away with better deals than buyers who 

began with a request (eg ‘I would like 

your car in return for €1,200’). Putting 

it another way, if you are a customer 

and looking for the best deal possible, 

remember to open the negotiation with 

the fee you can offer.

The order in which you phrase 

offers or requests matters because it 

affects the degree to which the person 

hearing it is reminded of either gain or 

loss. When people hear something like 

‘I will offer you this computer for €620’, 

they are more likely to focus on what 

they can gain (the computer) rather than 

How many times have you had to 
negotiate in the last year? Many people 
think of negotiation as something 
that is required only in occasional, 
formal situations, such as when an 
employer and candidate discuss terms 
of employment or when suppliers deal 
with customers and clients. But life – 
both working and personal – is, in truth, 
full of opportunities for negotiation. 

When you and any colleague discuss 

the nature of a task or project and decide 

who will do what, that’s a negotiation. In 

your personal life too, even the process 

of coming to an agreement over the 

household chores with your partner or a 

flatmate is a type of negotiation.

Some standard negotiation 

skills courses teach that negotiation 

should be approached as an almost 

mathematical exercise: the application 

of logic in finding an agreement 

that best suits all parties. However, 

psychologists continue to discover that 

human beings are far from rational – 

and that we can use this irrationality to 

achieve better outcomes for ourselves.

Imagine you are negotiating with a 

client over the price of a product that 

your company sells, such as a pallet of 

bricks. You could say ‘I would like you to 

pay €1,000 for a pallet of bricks’ or ‘I will 

give you a pallet of bricks for €1,000’. 

From a logical point of view, the two 

are identical statements. Both contain 

the same information: that a certain 

financial sum should be exchanged for a 

specified number of bricks.

But from the point of human 

decision-making, it turns out that these 

two statements are not perceived 

in the same way at all. In a series of 

Your choice of 
wording makes 

a material 
difference to how 
your opening bid 

is perceived
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a smaller organisation where I can assume a broader 

range of responsibilities and get more involved in 

decisions that meaningfully impact the business. What 

steps should I take to explore whether this might be a realistic 

option for me?

A Whenever someone is considering a career move of any kind, I encourage 

them to research their options, ideally through face-to-face, one-on-one 

conversations. Get in touch with friends or ex-colleagues who may be working in the 

kinds of organisations you admire. Offer to meet them before work, after work or 

even at weekends, and ask for a half-hour of their time.

Meet with a written agenda as it is your responsibility to structure the meeting. 

Think about both your aspirations and concerns: what open-ended questions will 

allow you to gather useful insights? At the same time, be careful to maintain a light 

tone; this should be conversation, not interrogation.

Thank the people that you meet for their time and let them know every few 

months how you are getting on. You never know: one of these people could 

potentially recommend you for the kind of opening you want.

Consider recruitment consultants. Show them your CV and ask for advice. But 

be aware that some commission-based consultants may try to push you into a role 

because there’s a fee in it for them. So weigh up their advice more carefully as they 

may be telling you more of the pros than the cons of the options they recommend.

Finally, accept that moving into a new role may not be possible swiftly. If you have 

insuffi cient commercial experience or lack the breadth of fi nancial skills that a smaller 

business requires, you may need to make a plan to tackle your defi ciencies and make 

yourself more attractive as a candidate.

Tips for the top 
I recently coached an executive who wanted to become a more charismatic 

presenter. Here are three tips that really helped him:

* Rather than trying to make eye contact with everyone in the audience, focus on 

only four points: the top, right, left and bottom sides of the 

audience. It’s less stress-inducing than trying to look at 

everyone in an audience.

* Start every presentation with a story rather than a 

fact. That way, you can talk about why a topic or 

issue is of importance to you, which helps you 

come across more passionately.

* Do at least two timed run-throughs of the entire 

presentation. This ensures you have enough 

content to fi ll the allotted time slot – but also that 

you don’t have so much to say that you run over.

Dr Rob’s talent clinic

Q I have a fairly specialised 

fi nance role within a large 

corporate, and all of my experience 

has been in large organisations. 

However, I like the idea of moving to 

what they will have to part with in return 

(€620). On the other hand, when people 

hear the request ‘I would like €620 

for this computer’, they focus more 

on what they would lose from 

it (€620) rather than what they 

would gain from it (the computer).

This effect holds even though 

the different forms of wording result 

in sentences that are equivalent 

from a logical perspective. It is a 

quirk of human psychology that we 

seem to be more persuadable when we 

think we are gaining something rather 

than losing something.

Summarising all of this research, 

the underlying principle is to phrase 

your proposals in terms of what the 

other person can gain rather than what 

they lose. In the opening stages of any 

negotiation, therefore, be sure to talk 

about what you are offering before you 

mention what you would like in return.

In practice, it can be quite diffi cult 

to remember the particular order in 

which you need to phrase opening 

offers should you be improvising. 

To give yourself the best chance of 

choosing the right wording, it could 

be worth writing down the precise 

statements that you intend to use. 

By making the most of this loophole 

in the way that the human mind makes 

decisions, you may ultimately achieve a 

better outcome for yourself. AB

Dr Rob Yeung is an organisational 

psychologist at leadership consulting 

fi rm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk
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Agility training
In uncertain times adopting a flexible, fluid approach to planning can 
enable more creativity and encourage strategic thinking, says Tony Grundy

should encompass the strategy itself, 

regardless of type. 

For example, business academic 

Henry Mintzberg identifies ‘deliberate 

strategy’ – one that ‘has a clear logic, 

that is based on the position (internal 

and external), and opportunity-set of a 

company and is crystallised in a number 

of strategic decisions’. He also identifies 

‘emergent strategy’ – ‘a pattern in a 

stream of decisions or actions. It can 

typically be observed or discerned only 

after the event.’

Mintzberg’s ideal is for these 

two forms to be in balance; just as 

someone walking will first move one 

leg forward and then the other, a 

company might experiment with some 

developments, find a combination 

that seems to work (emergent 

strategy), then refine it into a plan and 

formalise it. At that point it becomes a 

deliberate strategy.

Mintzberg’s classic picture of 

emergent strategies is of little arrows 

neatly aligned in the same direction, 

like iron filings on a piece of paper after 

being stroked underneath by a magnet. 

That ‘magnet’ only exists in business 

through a rare combination of strategic 

vision, leadership and high-quality 

strategic thinking. But when that is not 

all present we see frustration, confusion 

and wasted resources, which is mostly 

the case.

Other forms of strategy are:

* ‘submergent’, where the strategy 

isn’t working but is still committed to

* ‘emergency’, where the strategy 

isn’t working and commitment is low, 

but no one knows what to do about 

it strategically

Strategy is about 
managing a future 

that is often 
uncertain. All of 

strategy is thus a 
bet about the future

The concept of ‘agile’ was born out of 
software projects and can be traced 
back to the 1970s. It arose in response 
to project planning that tried to grasp 
the whole scope of a project – all 
of its deliverables, all of its options, 
all activities to be planned and all 
timescales, milestones and resources 
needed for the entire project up front. 

Software projects are particularly 

vulnerable to uncertainty, caused 

by many variables that are not 

only volatile individually but when 

brought together cause havoc. But an 

agile philosophy can help strategic 

thinking and planning in coping 

with uncertainty. 

‘Agile’ has many ingredients. It 

suggests that:

* all-singing, set-piece planning 

processes for complex, uncertain 

and interdependent issues are likely 

to be too ineffective, too rigid and 

ultimately fail to deliver much value 

* where the end product (strategic 

decisions, plans and actual 

implementation) has to be 

innovative, a highly comprehensive 

and rational process is at best going 

to produce banal outputs and ones 

that aren’t resilient in the real world

* once these plans are in their 

final form, they are likely to be 

set in stone and not adapted or 

steered to their destination around 

emerging obstacles.

Instead, agile prescribes that design 

planning processes should be:

* iterative, so that teams are willing to 

revisit and rework ideas 

* possible to refine, re-engineer and 

stress-test against the strategy 

* less formal and more fluid so that 

we are able to unleash greater 

creativity and explore ideas in 

unexpected directions

* incremental, so that that a first short 

phase is planned in detail and the 

next stage more broadly, rather than 

doing an end-to-end plan of the 

entire process in detail.

These ideas are highly attractive to 

any strategic planning process where 

change is very fast and accelerating. 

A more iterative and fluid process also 

helps us digest surprising insights and 

abandon false assumptions. It also 

allows time emotionally for letting 

go of commitments to inappropriate 

strategies, and to switch agendas 

to support new options. Agile is 

sometimes associated with very loose 

brainstorming, freedom from any pre-

conceived process. 

According to type
But agile actually extends beyond 

the strategic planning process. It 
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* ‘detergent’, where a strategy to sort 

out a mess is under way.

These strategies often seem to go 

around in a cycle, from deliberate-

emergent-submergent-emergency-

detergent and back to deliberate again. 

This is horrendously inefficient and 

value destroying. 

War footing
So what exactly should an agile 

strategy be? A good start is to 

have a mix of mainly ‘emergent-

deliberate’, but more is needed to 

cope with multilevel uncertainty. So 

a ‘contingent strategy’ is needed. As 

US general Tommy Franks said during 

the 2003 Iraq War, ‘A principle of war 

is flexibility, flexibility is the key to 

planning. Plans don’t last, plans are 

just there, plans are something in the 

future, and once you start you adapt 

as necessary.’ In military strategy a 

‘contingent approach’ is essential, 

given the interacting effect of many 

uncertainties. So why can’t managers 

use a similar model? 

Strategy is about managing a future 

that is often uncertain. All of strategy 

is thus a bet about the future. Any 

entrepreneurial approach to strategy 

recognises that all strategies and 

business plans are bets, but how can 

we improve the odds of success? And 

how do we manage strategies that are 

essentially contingent on aligned future 

states of the world? This is where the 

contingent strategy comes in.

Instead of making a single, relatively 

irrevocable commitment to a course 

of action, the commitment is held in 

as fluid a form as is possible, reducing 

exposure to the bet. Contingent 

strategy should, other things being 

equal, increase the strategy’s return and 

reduce its risk.

A contingent strategy is committed 

to only when certain external and 

internal conditions are sufficiently 

Having a contingent strategy 

requires resources earmarked in plans 

and budgets to be allocated and 

subsequently managed in a flexible way. 

Resource availability may be contingent 

both on achievement of key success 

indicators within the strategy itself, and 

on other alignment conditions – ie on 

the environment being as we assumed it 

would be. It also requires new processes 

for communicating, monitoring and 

adapting specific contingent strategies. 

Focus on breakthroughs 
It is best to focus on a really small 

number of strategic breakthroughs 

alongside more tactical, continuous 

improvements. Again, one of the 

weaknesses of conventional strategic 

and financial planning is that it attempts 

to sweep up everything that might 

potentially be on the planning horizon, 

so there is a lack of prioritisation and 

concentration of resources. This can 

be avoided through the Japanese 

philosophy of strategic breakthroughs: 

within a particular business you only 

focus on between one and three really 

challenging or new strategies. Then you 

take each one of these relentlessly to its 

target using agile or flexible strategies 

and plans.

If conventional planning could be 

likened to launching a missile from 

a specific location to a fixed target 

with a set trajectory, an agile process 

would be more like a cruise missile 

that navigates around obstacles as it 

goes, using a clever and very sensitive 

guidance system. AB

Dr Tony Grundy is an independent 

strategy consultant and trainer. 

tonygrundy.com

aligned, and is then communicated as 

contingent, too. This fluid approach 

might heighten anxiety but could 

give better results, as learning would 

be optimised.
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Mind the mentor
Having a cluster of mentors to guide you and a safe haven to help weather the storms 
is really important for those at the sharp end, says David Parmenter

observant, open 

and non-defensive. 

Finally, 

downward mentors 

are the people in whom 

you are investing time to 

help them progress. They may 

be younger than you, but not 

necessarily. When you invest in others in 

a giving relationship, you actually learn 

a lot about yourself. You experience 

what’s important to you. 

Second passion
All leaders will have many soul-

searching moments during their journey. 

The magnitude of these can be severe 

if the leader is taking their team on a 

significant conquest. In order to cope 

with these ‘downs’, you need to have 

built a safe haven, a place where you 

can retreat and recover. Leaders need 

to nurture close family relationships and 

hobbies that offer relaxation. Without a 

safe haven, leaders will succumb to the 

sense of failure that can permeate when 

all they have in their life is their chosen 

conquest that has now derailed.

The importance of the second 

passion, consultant Paul Drucker noted, 

was that it acts as a failsafe and also 

stimulates the brain in different ways, 

leading to clearer thought patterns and 

better decision-making.  AB

David Parmenter is a writer and 

presenter on measuring, monitoring 

and managing performance 

In this day and age, only the foolish 
venture forward without having a 
mentor supporting them from behind 
the scenes. The legendary leader 
Jack Welch, who was CEO of General 
Electric, believes you will seldom find 
all your help in one mentor so you 
need a cluster of them.

A mentor is normally someone 

older than you, wiser, with more grey 

hair, who knows something about 

what you are doing. It could be a retired 

CEO, a retired board member who has 

known you for a while, a professional 

mentor or someone in the sector where 

there is no conflict of interest. 

In business many costly failures 

could have been averted if advice had 

been sought from a trusted and wise 

mentor. A good mentor will save your 

career a number of times. 

Mentors are also well connected 

and often will further your career. 

When looking for a mentor, start at the 

top and work down. Even the most 

successful people are happy to mentor 

up-and-coming younger guns. 

The key is the selection (and use) of 

your mentor/adviser and realising that 

just because you have asked once, does 

not preclude a second or third request. 

While organisations need to get 

behind mentorship programmes, it 

is important to have a real chemistry 

between the mentor and mentee. 

Leadership coaches Mick Ukleja and 

Robert Lorber believe there are four 

different types of mentor.

Upward mentors are the people 

whom you respect and admire. They 

have helped and are still helping you 

become who you are. They can be a 

In business many 
costly failures 

could have been 
averted if advice 
had been sought 

from a trusted and 
wise mentor

parent, grandparent, coach, author, 

pastor, rabbi or boss. They may be 

someone you have yet to meet. 

Friendship mentors are the people 

with whom you experience life. You have 

gone through various stages with them. 

They are your peers and you’ve learned 

from them in a mutually giving way. 

Then there are the sandpaper 

mentors. You don’t have to look for 

them; they always find you. These are 

people who rub you up the wrong way. 

Don’t reject all that they say simply 

because they are critical or cranky. In 

reality they can help you – if you are 
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Insurance contracts
Many insurance companies will need to make signifi cant changes to their accounting 
policies to comply with IFRS 17. Adam Deller explains how the standard will work

The International Accounting Standards 
Board (IASB) is close to publishing 
IFRS 17, Insurance Contracts, to 
replace IFRS 4, Insurance Contracts. It 
is expected to have an implementation 
date of 1 January 2021.

IFRS 4 was issued in 2004 as 

an interim standard that permitted 

companies to continue their accounting 

practices. It focused on greater 

disclosure about the amount, timing 

and uncertainty of future cashfl ows 

from insurance contracts, and was the 

initial stage in designing an accounting 

standard for insurance contracts – a 

second stage was always planned.

Different accounting models have 

evolved in each jurisdiction according 

to the circumstances and types of 

insurance products. This has led to 

a signifi cant diversity in accounting 

practices for insurance contracts. These 

differences have made it diffi cult for 

investors and analysts to understand 

and compare insurers’ results.  

IFRS 17 completes the IASB’s project 

to make insurance accounting practices 

consistent across jurisdictions. It offers 

three major models to apply to all 

insurance contracts: the general model, 

the premium allocation approach, 

and the variable fee approach. As the 

The fulfi lment cashfl ows represent 

the estimate of the present value of the 

future cash outfl ows less the present 

value of the future cash infl ows that will 

arise as the entity fulfi ls the contract.

A key principle of IFRS 17 is that 

no gains are recognised when the 

contract starts. This is because the 

entity has not yet satisfi ed any of its 

performance obligations. Instead, the 

contractual service margin is recognised 

as the entity satisfi es the performance 

obligation, making the treatment 

consistent with IFRS 15, Revenue 
from Contracts with Customers. Any 

unearned profi t (such as premiums 

received) is recognised as a contract 

liability, being released over the contract 

period, consistent with the general 

principles of deferred income. 

If the contract is deemed loss-

making at inception, the loss is 

recognised in full immediately as an 

onerous contract, consistent with IAS 37, 

Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and 
Contingent Assets.

As for grouping contracts, entities 

will continue to assign contracts 

to portfolios with similar risks and 

managed together in a single pool, such 

as whole life insurance or car insurance. 

Each portfolio must be divided into 

general model is the default for all 

insurance contracts, we will examine this 

in the most detail and give only a brief 

overview of the other two approaches.

General model
In terms of recognition of items, IFRS 17 

introduces two key terms: contractual 

service margin and fulfi lment cashfl ows.

The contractual service margin is 

calculated at the start of the contract 

as the difference between the present 

value of the expected cashfl ows (plus a 

risk adjustment) and the present value 

of expected premiums. In its simplest 

form, the contractual service margin 

represents the overall profi t expected 

on the insurance contract. 

A key principle 
of IFRS 17 is that 

no gains are 
recognised when 

the insurance 
contract starts
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The timing of gains recognition  – example 
An entity receives $900 in premiums at the start of an insurance contract spanning 

three years. It calculates the expected cash outfl ows to have a present value of $600 

($200 each year), giving a contractual service margin (expected profi t) of $300.

In year one, the entity would record $300 in insurance revenue and $200 for 

incurred claims. As the entity has received $900 but recorded only $300 in revenue, 

the remaining $600 will be held as a liability. This must be disclosed as between 

the fulfi lment cashfl ows of $400 to be incurred at $200 a year and the remaining 

contractual service margin of $200 (the remaining unearned profi t).

The liability will decrease to $300 at the end of year two as $200 fulfi lment costs 

are incurred and a further $100 contractual service margin is earned. This will be 

repeated in year three.

rates will be a change for companies 

that currently use the expected return 

on assets held as the discount rate.

As the discount rates used are 

updated regularly to show the current 

interest rates, any changes to the 

liability arising from a change in the 

discount rate used should be shown in 

other comprehensive income, rather 

than profi t or loss.

Any increases in the liability arising 

from the time value of money based 

on the discount rates used will still be 

shown in profi t or loss, following the 

‘unwinding the discount’ principle 

prevalent in many existing IFRSs.

As for the contractual service 

margin, in addition to the changes 

made to refl ect discount rates and 

the time value of money, the present 

values of the fulfi lment cashfl ows must 

be updated each year to refl ect the 

anticipated cashfl ows. This has been 

a point of debate, but the tentative 

conclusions drawn by the IASB are:

* Changes in estimates of the present 

value of future cashflows arising 

from non-financial risks (other than 

those relating to incurred claims), 

are adjusted against the contractual 

service margin, so these changes 

will effectively be spread over the 

remaining contract period as the 

service margin is recognised.

* Changes relating to incurred claims 

should be recognised in profit or 

loss for the period, rather than in the 

contractual service margin. This will 

result in the full impact of the changes 

being recognised in the current 

period rather than being spread over 

the remainder of the contract.

Alternative approaches
This premium allocation approach can 

be used where the coverage period 

is less than a year, or where there are 

no signifi cant expected changes in 

estimates before the claims are incurred.

groups for contracts issued in the same 

12-month period, as follows:

* Contracts that are onerous at 
inception: will require an immediate 

loss to be recognised in profit or loss

* Contracts that at inception have no 
significant possibility of becoming 
onerous subsequently: will require 

any unearned profit to be recognised 

as a liability and released as the 

insurance is provided

* Other profitable contracts: will require 

recording in the same way as contracts 

deemed to have no significant 

possibility of becoming onerous.

A narrow exemption here is where an 

entity is constrained by law or regulation 

to set prices or benefi t levels that vary 

according to policy characteristics. This 

followed lobbying by insurers operating 

in the EU, who must charge men and 

women the same for the same insurance 

products without distinction on grounds 

of gender. If this exemption applies, the 

entity may include these contracts in the 

same group and disclose the fact that it 

has been applied.

Dealing with changes
In terms of discount rates, insurance 

contracts will be measured at current 

value, using discount rates that refl ect 

the characteristics of the insurance 

cashfl ows. The use of current interest 

The present values 
of the fulfilment 
cashflows must 

be updated each 
year to reflect 

the anticipated 
cashflows
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Under the variable fee approach, the 

fulfilment cashflows that are expected 

to vary directly with return on the 

underlying items are presented in 

accordance with the treatment of the 

underlying item. 

Accordingly, if the underlying item 

is a financial instrument held at fair 

value through other comprehensive 

income, the changes in the fulfilment 

cashflows that vary directly with 

these returns are also taken to other 

comprehensive income. Likewise, if 

the underlying pool of assets is held 

at fair value through profit or loss or at 

amortised cost, the changes would be 

taken through profit or loss.

Disclosure changes
Many of the disclosures for IFRS 4 are 

kept in IFRS 17, along with an outline 

of the risk adjustment applied and 

the contractual service margin. The 

The calculations are similar to those 

under the general model, but there is 

no requirement to discount the liability 

to reflect the time value of money. There 

are also fewer disclosures required. 

The premium allocation approach 

has been introduced to cut IFRS 17 

implementation costs for simpler 

contracts, such as short-term non-

life insurance. 

The variable fee approach can 

be used only for contracts with direct 

participation features, as outlined in the 

following situations: 

* The policyholder participates in a 

share of a clearly identified pool of 

underlying assets

* The entity expects to pay a 

substantial share of the return 

from those underlying assets to 

the policyholder

* Cashflows are expected to vary with 

underlying assets.

general model requires disclosure 

and reconciliation of the expected 

present value of future cashflows, risk 

adjustment and contractual service 

margin. No such disclosure is required 

under the variable fee approach. 

The application of IFRS 17 is likely 

to be complex, requiring the input of 

many specialists, and many entities 

will need to make significant changes 

to their accounting policies. The hope 

is that this first full attempt at a global 

standard for insurance contracts will 

help eliminate the myriad of different 

accounting policies in use. AB

Adam Deller is a financial reporting 

specialist and lecturer
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Technical update
A monthly roundup of the latest developments in taxation, audit, codes, 
standards, agreements, guidance and consultations across Asia Pacific

Malaysia

New MCCG released
Securities Commission Malaysia has 

released the new Malaysian Code on 

Corporate Governance, a set of best 

practices to strengthen corporate 

culture anchored on accountability 

and transparency. The code has 36 

practices to support board leadership 

and effectiveness; effective audit, risk 

management and internal controls; and 

corporate reporting and relationships 

with stakeholders. It also introduces 

‘step-up’ practices to encourage 

companies to go further in achieving 

corporate excellence.

E-filing now mandatory
The Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia 

has warned that corporate taxpayers 

must use electronic filing for tax estimate 

declarations through forms CP204 and 

CP204A for the 2018 assessment and 

onwards, with paper returns being 

invalid. Companies not complying may 

be fined MYR200 to MYR2,000, and 

executives jailed for up to six months.

New code of conduct
A code of conduct for Malaysian 

wholesale financial markets is to be 

issued under the country’s Financial 

Services Act 2013 and Islamic Financial 

Services Act 2013. It will set out principles 

and standards for market participants 

and how industry associations should 

help preserve market order and 

stability. It is being developed by the 

Malaysian government’s financial markets 

committee, which is coordinated by the 

central bank.

Hong Kong

SFC offers licensing help
The Securities and Futures Commission 

has published a licensing handbook 

helping companies secure information. 

The commission said it was inspired by 

the 30,000 licensing-related enquiries it 

receives annually. The digital version is 

available at bit.ly/sfc-handbook.

Stamp duty perk ends
The Hong Kong government 

has restricted an exemption for 

permanent residents of the special 

administrative region from paying 15% 

‘new residential stamp duty’ by limiting it 

to the purchase of one home only. Until 

12 April, it was available to permanent 

residents buying multiple properties.

Countries in agreement
The government of Hong Kong has 

signed bilateral agreements with 

Portugal and South Africa so that the 

parties automatically exchange financial 

account information on tax, following 

the model developed by the OECD.

Korea boost
Hong Kong investment agency InvestHK 

and the Korea Trade-Investment 

Promotion Agency have signed an 

agreement to boost investment 

between the two jurisdictions, both 

inward and outward. 

Mainland China

SAT targets avoidance
China’s state administration of taxation 

(SAT) has announced that it will stage 

special tax investigations targeting 

companies with eight characteristics 

signalling that they may be involved in 

tax avoidance via base erosion and profit 

shifting. Among them are companies 

undertaking high-value transactions 

or a wide variety of transaction types; 

companies having long-term losses or 

a sudden jump in profits; those having 

transactions with jurisdictions with low tax 

rates (such as offshore financial centres); 

and joint ventures (JVs) established with 

Chinese citizens in a jurisdiction where 

corporate tax rates are less than 12.5% 

and the JV does not distribute profits. 

Investigated companies will be required 

to provide files of their own and related 

companies, including bookkeeping, 

international tax information exchange 

and bank accounts. 

 

ABSEs amended
China has made three technical changes 

to its Chinese Accounting Standards 

(ASBE) for business, the finance ministry 

has announced. These amendments 

come in rules on hedge accounting; 

transfers of financial assets; and the 

recognition and measurement of 

financial instruments. Their aim is to bring 

Chinese standards closer in line with IFRS 

Standards on these topics. They require, 

for instance, a company to demonstrate 

the effectiveness of its hedging rather 

than the quantity of hedges, to better 

demonstrate its risk management. 

The changes will take effect on 1 January 

2018 for companies listed both in 

China and abroad; 1 January  2019 for 

companies listed in China; and 1 January 

2021 for all companies operating in 

China, (excluding SMEs). 
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SFC backs China’s One Belt, One Road initiative
Hong Kong’s Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) will ease listing requirements 

for certain infrastructure companies, notably those involved in projects aiding the 

Chinese government’s One Belt, One Road Initiative. This aims to promote transport 

infrastructure helping move Chinese goods to Central Asia, South-East Asia, Africa 

and Europe. An SFC statement listed factors that may mitigate perceived risk reducing 

the likelihood of listing application objections. These include listing bids from a 

mainland China, development or international bank providing ongoing project finance; 

companies with involvement or shareholdings by governments of jurisdictions where 

infrastructure projects are located; and where the SFC can obtain relevant public and 

non-public information on such companies. Full guidance at bit.ly/sfc-project

China boost
The Singapore Exchange (SGX) and 

the Shanghai Pudong Development 

Bank have agreed a memorandum 

of understanding where they commit 

to raise the profile of Singapore’s 

capital market in China. The bank will 

recommend that Chinese companies 

use the SGX to raise funds through 

initial public offerings, list trusts and 

issue offshore Chinese yuan bonds. 

Under consideration 
The Monetary Authority of Singapore 

has been consulting on a proposed 

new corporate structure for investment 

funds – the Singapore Variable Capital 

Company (S-VACC). This would 

Thailand MoU
The Bank Negara Malaysia and the Bank 

of Thailand have signed a memorandum 

of understanding on banking 

supervision and financial development 

cooperation, including crossborder and 

on-site supervision, market conduct 

supervision, consumer protection, 

promoting financial inclusion and 

literacy plus combating financial crimes. 

Singapore

Consultation on GST
The Inland Revenue Authority of 

Singapore (IRAS) has launched a 

public consultation on plans to 

switch responsibility for paying 

goods and services tax (GST) for 

sales of mobile phones, memory 

cards and off-the-shelf software from 

GST-registered suppliers to GST-

registered customers. From 1 January 

2018, GST-registered customers will 

be able to claim GST paid on such 

purchases as input tax credits. IRAS 

wants feedback from GST-registered 

businesses dealing in these goods on 

how customer accounting might work, 

easing the transition. 

Ghana DTA treaty signed
Ghana has signed a double taxation 

avoidance treaty with Singapore, where 

taxes paid in Ghana by Singaporeans 

will count as tax credits in the city state, 

and vice versa for Ghanaians earning 

income in Singapore. 

In agreement
Singapore has signed new agreements 

on the automatic exchange of financial 

account information with France and 

Guernsey, the Channel Islands British 

Crown dependency. Meanwhile, 

Common Reporting Standard 

Regulations in Singapore have been 

amended, with the new rules coming 

into force on 4 April. 

incorporate open- and closed-end 

investment funds, facilitating the 

segregation of assets and liabilities of 

sub-funds within an umbrella structure. 

S-VACCs could hold their own registers 

of shareholders but be made to 

disclose these to regulators and law-

enforcement agencies.  

ACRA joins IFIAR board
Singapore’s Accounting and Corporate 

Regulatory Authority has been 

elected to serve on the board of the 

International Forum of Independent 

Audit Regulators. AB

Keith Nuthall and Wang Fangqing, 

journalists
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Easing into leasing
Halfway through the implementation period for the IASB’s leases standard, 
Kathryn Donkersley looks at some of the activities lessees have been focusing on

which a lessee applies today’s fi nance 

lease accounting. This model is already 

familiar to many companies. However, 

what has changed is that the accounting 

for leases previously classifi ed as 

operating leases becomes a lot more 

critical when IFRS 16 is applied. Before, 

judgments made about a lessee’s 

operating leases typically affected only 

the notes to the fi nancial statements. 

However, when IFRS 16 is applied, those 

same judgments will affect the primary 

fi nancial statements.

The International Accounting Standards 
Board (IASB) issued IFRS 16, Leases, 
in January 2016, with an effective 
date of 1 January 2019. The new IFRS 
standard will replace IAS 17, Leases, 
and introduce signifi cant changes to 
lessee accounting. 

Most notably, IFRS 16 eliminates 

the classifi cation of leases as either 

operating or fi nance leases for a lessee 

and instead requires a lessee to account 

for almost all leases similarly to today’s 

fi nance leases. 

The accounting for 
leases previously 

classified as 
operating leases 

becomes a lot 
more critical when 
IFRS 16 is applied

The fi rst challenge for a lessee 

implementing IFRS 16 is the transition 

from today’s accounting. When a lessee 

fi rst applies IFRS 16, it will recognise a 

right-of-use asset and lease liability for 

almost all leases previously classifi ed as 

operating leases. This requires a lessee 

to identify all relevant contracts, and to 

record and input all of the necessary 

data into the accounting system. This 

will time-consuming for many lessees, 

particularly those that have high volumes 

of leases or currently decentralise the 

management of operating leases. 

The new standard includes a 

number of optional practical expedients 

to make the transition process easier. 

For example, a lessee can choose not 

to restate its comparative information 

when it fi rst applies IFRS 16. Other 

options include not applying IFRS 16 

to leases ending within 12 months of 

the date of initial application, and a 

simplifi ed approach for measuring right-

of-use assets on transition. 

A lessee can also use two optional 

recognition exemptions for short-

term leases of 12 months or less, and 

for leases of low-value assets such as 

telephones, desktop computers and 

small items of offi ce furniture. If a lessee 

chooses to use these exemptions, it 

accounts for the exempt leases similarly 

to today’s operating leases. These 

exemptions can provide cost relief on 

transition and are applicable on an 

ongoing basis.

On-balance-sheet 
At a high level, IFRS 16 in essence 

increases the population of leases to 

One example of this is extension 

and termination options in a lease. The 

principle in IFRS 16 hasn’t changed 

compared to IAS 17; the lease term 

includes the period covered by an 

extension or termination option if the 

lessee is ‘reasonably certain’ to take the 

longer lease term. Applying both IAS 

17 and IFRS 16, a lessee is reasonably 

certain to exercise an extension option 

in a lease if there is a good economic 

reason to do so. For example, this 

might be due to favourable lease 

rentals compared to market, or because 
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application. Perhaps even more 

important, lessees need to manage 

stakeholder expectations in advance 

of applying IFRS 16. For example, if a 

lessee expects any changes in lease 

commitments because of applying 

additional rigour, then making the 

necessary changes to disclosures 

now will help to manage investor 

expectations about what it will 

recognise on the balance sheet in 2019. 

New requirements
Another area that lessees are spending 

time on is establishing an appropriate 

discount rate for each of today’s 

operating leases. This is a piece of new 

information needed to apply IFRS 16 

but that, for operating leases, was not 

needed to apply IAS 17. 

it would be difficult for the lessee to 

source an alternative asset. 

What is different applying IFRS 16 

is that the outcome of a reasonably 

certain assessment matters a lot more 

than it did before. Take, for example, a 

five-year property lease with an optional 

three-year extension. Today, if the lessee 

decides that it is reasonably certain to 

extend the lease, this will typically affect 

only the operating lease commitment 

note, which will include three years 

more lease payments than it would have 

done otherwise. Applying IFRS 16, the 

additional three years’ worth of lease 

payments will increase lease liabilities 

and right-of-use assets on the lessee’s 

balance sheet.

For this reason, many lessees expect 

to apply more rigour to the application 

of the reasonably certain assessment for 

lease extension and termination options 

when IFRS 16 is applied. As part of 

implementation activities, some lessees 

are applying this additional rigour 

now when preparing operating lease 

commitment note disclosures, rather 

than waiting until 2019. This approach 

has several benefits. 

From a purely practical perspective, 

ensuring that operating lease data 

is complete and robust now means 

there is one fewer piece of work 

needed around the time of initial 

In some cases, establishing the 

appropriate discount rate for a lease will 

be straightforward. This will be the case 

when a lessee has enough information 

about how the lessor priced the contract 

to determine the interest rate implicit in 

the lease.  

If the rate implicit in a lease cannot 

be readily determined, IFRS 16 requires 

a lessee to instead use its incremental 

borrowing rate for that lease. In simple 

terms, the incremental borrowing rate 

for a lease is the rate that a lessee would 

need to pay to borrow funds to obtain 

an asset of similar value to the right-

of-use asset, and on similar contractual 

terms. In some cases, a lessee will have 

information about relevant borrowing 

costs and will be able to determine this 

rate without difficulty. However, this 

won’t always be the case.

Consider, for example, a 20-year 

property lease. The lessee may not 

have any similar borrowings with 20-

year repayment terms and may not 

be able to determine the rate that it 

could obtain for such a borrowing. 

Consequently, in determining the 

discount rate, the lessee will need to 

think about other ways of determining 

an appropriate rate. The lessee might 

talk to its team that negotiated the 

lease to identify the factors used to 

assess whether the pricing of the lease 

was reasonable. Alternatively, the 

lessee might think about starting with 

an observable rate, such as a relevant 

property yield, and consider how that 

observable rate needs to be adjusted 

to reflect the lessee’s risk profile and 

specific contractual terms. 

There is a recurring theme across 

all lessee implementation activities: 

the benefits of starting as early as 

possible. The board gave a three-year 

implementation period between issuing 

IFRS 16 and its mandatory effective 

date. We are now halfway through 

that period. Lessees already working 

on implementation have highlighted 

the importance of starting the process 

with enough time to establish and 

implement the best possible transition 

approach for their lease portfolio. This 

includes assessing transition options, 

dealing with the practical aspects 

of implementation and managing 

stakeholder expectations in advance of 

adopting the new standard. AB

Kathryn Donkersley is senior technical 

manager at the International Accounting 

Standards Board
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The price of protection
Cyber attacks are on the rise, and companies in Malaysia’s capital market are stepping 
up investment in security, following new guidelines from the regulator 

companies are still adopting a wait-

and-see attitude. Citing the 2016 IBM 

X-Force Cyber Security Intelligence 

Index, he says that healthcare, 

manufacturing, financial services, 

government and transportation 

industries are among those susceptible 

to cyber risks. 

He warns: ‘Investing in cyber 

security at a time when companies are 

struggling for financial stability and 

marketplace security often translates 

into extra cost – which is why most 

companies are not spending substantial 

amounts on IT security at the moment.’

Cost implications
Heng believes there are cost 

implications in complying with the SC’s 

cyber risk guidelines. ‘For a start, a 

review of a company’s IT system will cost 

between RM50,000 and RM100,000. 

‘Once the review is done, a 

company could probably look at 

spending between RM200,000 and 

RM1m on cyber security, depending 

on its value chain, importance within 

the industry, and how much data the 

company has,’ he says. 

So will compliance with the 

New guidelines from the Securities 
Commission (SC) Malaysia on the 
management of cyber risk for listed 
entities are expected to enhance 
the cyber resilience of the country’s 
capital market. 

However, compliance with the 

guidelines will mean that listed 

companies will have to fork out a 

hefty sum to establish and implement 

effective governance measures to 

counter risk and protect investors.

The Guidelines on Management 
of Cyber Risk, issued under the 

Capital Markets and Services Act 

2007, came into effect on 31 October 

2016. They require regulated entities 

to have in place a risk management 

framework to minimise cyber threats, 

implement adequate measures to 

identify potential vulnerabilities in their 

operating environment, and ensure 

timely response and recovery in the 

event of a cyber breach. 

The rising incidence of cyber attacks 

targeting commercial enterprises may 

well have prompted the SC to push 

through the guidelines.

‘Against a backdrop of increased 

adoption of technology in capital 

market activities, operations of market 

intermediaries, market infrastructure 

and market-based financing platforms, 

it is imperative to ensure vigilant 

management of cyber risk,’ Foo Lee 

Mei, executive director and general 

counsel at the SC, said in a statement 

on the cyber risk guidelines. 

‘This will minimise disruption to 

the capital market, protect investors’ 

confidential data and preserve market 

confidence,’ she added.

Paul W Chan, president of the 

Malaysian Alliance of Corporate 

Directors (MACD), says that the 

guidelines are long overdue because 

the technology has moved fast and 

most companies and directors are ill 

equipped to confront cyber risk.  

Andrew Heng, partner at Baker 

Tilly Malaysia, points to the exponential 

growth of cyber crime and says that 

many companies have yet to see the 

importance of having security measures 

in place to counter it. He says that 9,000 

cyber security incidents were reported 

in 2015 alone, according to research 

by Malaysia Computer Emergency 

Response Team.

However, Heng adds that many 
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Security shortfall: where companies are vulnerable
Global organisations are falling short in their investment in cyber security and in their 

plans to recover from a breach in today’s expanding cyber-threat landscape, according 

to an EY global report on the issues involved. 

The EY Global Information Security Survey 2016–17, Path to Cyber Resilience: Sense, 
Resist, React, released last year, reveals that nearly two-thirds (64%) of organisations do 

not have a formal programme to support cyber threat intelligence. 

When it comes to identifying vulnerabilities, more than half (55%) do not have 

vulnerability identification capabilities, or have only informal capabilities, and 44% do not 

have a security operations centre (SOC) continuously monitoring for cyber attacks.

Around 50% of those surveyed were confident they could detect a sophisticated 

attack, having invested in threat intelligence, continuous monitoring mechanisms, SOCs 

and active defence mechanisms. 

Yet, despite these investments, 86% said their cyber security function did not fully 

meet their organisation’s needs.

More than half (57%) of respondents said they had recently had a significant security 

incident. Nearly half (48%) cited outdated security controls or architecture as their highest 

vulnerability – an increase from 34% in the 2015 survey.

In addition, respondents said that all of their most serious cyber security threats – 

including malware, phishing, attacks to steal financial information, and attacks to steal 

intellectual property or data – were on the rise.

Now in its 19th year, the survey of 1,735 organisations globally examines some of the 

most compelling cyber security issues facing businesses in the digital ecosystem.

guidelines pose a financial burden on 

companies? Heng says that those not 

fully prepared for a cyber event are likely 

to incur higher compliance and starting 

costs compared to others.

Even for entities that have been 

maintaining good cyber security 

practices, he expects the cost of system 

maintenance to increase due to the 

evolving nature of the threats.

The MACD’s Chan acknowledges 

that the cost of putting in place secure 

protection could have a financial impact, 

especially on smaller and mid-sized 

listed companies. But he says: ‘Perhaps 

the right question to ask is, “Can you 

afford not to have security?’’ ’

Military grade 
Chan adds that the cost of putting 

up a secure cyber security solution 

would depend on whether a company 

wanted to have ‘military-grade security, 

or just commercial-grade or individual-

grade security’.

The SC’s guidelines on cyber 

risk call for listed entities to have a 

comprehensive business continuity plan 

in place, a requirement that Heng views 

positively. ‘Having a comprehensive 

business continuity plan will not 

only help companies to prepare for, 

recognise and respond to any potential 

threats before their operations and 

data are being compromised, but 

will also safeguard the integrity and 

reliability of their critical systems, as 

well as preserving market confidence,’ 

he says.

The guidelines put the onus of 

ensuring an effective cyber security 

framework and strategy firmly on the 

board of directors, stipulating the roles 

and responsibilities of the board and 

senior management in building the 

cyber resilience of a capital market 

entity. They also require the entity to 

identify a responsible person to be 
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issues of cyber security, and a self-

assessment tool for companies to 

evaluate their current situation could be 

incorporated as part of the guidelines 

to help companies prevent, reduce and 

respond to threats. 

Interestingly, the SC’s guidelines 

appear to be silent on the penalties for 

any non-compliance. ‘At the moment 

there are no penalty clauses. They [the 

SC] left it silent,’ says the MACD’s Chan.

He believes the SC is taking a fi rst 

step by advising companies to have a 

framework for managing risk. He says 

that many company offi cials, including 

directors, are not aware of the burden of 

risk they are placing on the organisation 

by failing to put in place the proper 

cyber security measures. 

Chan thinks the SC’s next step in 

any future revision of its guidelines 

should be to add penalty clauses for 

non-compliance.

Same-day reporting
One of the requirements of the new 

guidelines is that the listed entity 

must report to the SC any detection 

of a cyber incident that affects its 

information assets or systems, on 

the day that the incident occurs. 

However, in contrast to regulations in 

other developed markets, the entity 

is not required to make a public 

announcement to Bursa Malaysia.

‘Currently, you just report to the 

regulator but don’t need to make a 

public announcement on the stock 

exchange. But I think eventually 

they [regulators] will compel public 

companies to make an announcement 

in the event of a breach,’ Chan says.

‘This is because it affects the 

shareholders and the public, especially if 

you are an insurance company or bank, 

where your policyholders or depositors’ 

information can be compromised.’ AB

MK Lee, journalist

accountable for the management of 

cyber risk.

The involvement of the board 

and senior management is important 

to ensure that the capital market 

entity puts adequate focus on cyber 

risk issues, determines risk tolerance 

and priorities, and allocates suffi cient 

resources to address the risk. 

Unwanted burden?
Some have suggested that the 

guidelines place an unwanted burden 

on directors. However, Chan, a former 

ACCA Malaysia Advisory Committee 

president, who is a director of several 

listed companies, does not think so. 

He says: ‘By agreeing to serve 

on the board, it is already an implied 

responsibility that you’ve taken on.’

Directors have a fi duciary duty 

to the company, and to act in its 

best interest, he adds. ‘This includes 

safeguarding its assets, whether in the 

form of tangible or intangible assets, 

reputational or digital assets – all 

these are part of a director’s fi duciary 

responsibility to ensure the integrity of 

the company.’

While the SC’s guidelines make it 

clear that the directors are responsible 

for ensuring that the company’s digital 

assets are protected, many directors are 

still oblivious to this, especially those 

from small and medium-sized listed 

entities, notes Chan.

‘A typical director may not be aware 

of this responsibility. That’s why we need 

a series of educational programmes to 

create awareness. Budgeting resources 

to safeguard [the company’s assets] is 

not a matter of choice,’ he says.

‘So it’s very important for regulators 

to hammer this in, and pave the way 

towards educating directors to be 

aware of their cyber risk management 

responsibilities.’

Baker Tilly’s Heng suggests that a 

step-by-step guide to best practice in 

‘We need a series 
of educational 

programmes to 
raise awareness. 

Safeguarding 
assets is not a 

matter of choice’
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Road to accruals reforms
Nearly 75% of OECD countries have adopted accrual accounting for year-end reports 
but, as a new study shows, many have a long way to go in using this to shape policy

In recent years there has been a move 
in many countries around the world 
towards preparing government fi scal 
reports on an accrual accounting 
instead of a cash basis, in an effort to 
facilitate wider public management 
reform initiatives and present a fair 
view of public fi nances.

According to Accrual Practices and 
Reform Experiences in OECD Countries, 

a joint study by the International 

Federation of Accountants (IFAC) and 

the Organisation for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECD), 

nearly 75% of OECD countries have now 

adopted accrual accounting for their 

year-end fi nancial reports, compared 

with 24% at the time of the last study 

in 2003. However, there remains great 

variation in the way governments 

prepare these balance sheets.

‘Government spending accounts 

for a very large proportion of both 

national and global GDP. Appropriate 

public sector budgeting, accounting 

and reporting practices are essential for 

better decision-making, transparency 

and greater accountability,’ says 

Fayez Choudhury, chief executive of 

IFAC. ‘Many countries still have a long 

journey ahead but fortunately many 

are engaged in PFM [public fi nancial 

management] reform, implementing 

accrual-based accounting systems 

aligned with global standards, such 

as the International Public Sector 

Accounting Standards (IPSAS). This 

report looks at accounting and 

budgeting practices at the national 

government level in OECD countries, 

and discusses the challenges and 

benefi ts of accruals reforms. It also 

considers what steps countries are 

taking to make better use of accrual 

information in the future.’

Even after the move to accrual 

accounting, the study found that most 

government budgets continue to be 

prepared on a cash or modifi ed cash 

basis, with only 15% preparing their 

annual budgets on an accrual basis. 

Among the OECD’s Asian members, 

Australia and New Zealand are the 

only countries using the accrual basis 

for budgeting. This suggests that 

governments are ‘wary of the volatility 

and discretion in accrual valuation 

when it comes to control over resources 

spent by ministries and departments’, 

according to the study.

Edward Olowo-Okere, director for 

fi nancial accountability and reporting 

in the World Bank’s Governance 

Global Practice, explains: ‘Cash-based 

budgeting explicitly controls cash 

fl ows with an intent to limit the call on 

resources, often including the annual 

cash defi cit to a predetermined level. 

In contrast, accrual budgeting and 

‘Appropriate 
public sector 

budgeting, 
accounting 

and reporting 
practices are 

essential’

appropriation refl ect the annual cost of 

government operations.’ He notes that 

an accrual budget linked to an accrual 

accounting system has ‘the advantage 

of producing ex-ante and ex-post 

reports on a similar basis, and will depict 

the government’s annual total operating 

cost. This will include costs incurred 

today, but payable in years to come, 

such as pension liabilities.’

Any resulting defi cit, Olowo-Okere 

adds, measures the extent to which 

current period revenues do not cover all 

operating costs – including costs incurred 

today but not yet paid; revenues earned 

today but not yet received; and costs 

that may occur due to unforeseen events 

outside the control of government. 

These could range from natural disasters, 

to changes in the valuations of balance 

sheet items such as pension liabilities 

and the value of government businesses.

A recent IMF study of 230 crisis 

episodes in 80 advanced and emerging 

economies showed that fi scal risks from 

a government’s contingent liabilities – 

those that could become public debt 

due to events beyond its control – can 

place large burdens on future public 

budgets. The study underlined that the 

average fi scal cost of contingent liability 

realisations between 1990 and 2014 was 

6% of GDP (with the maximum fi scal 

cost being as high as 40% for major 

fi nancial sector bailouts).

As such, it is important that 

governments better monitor and 

manage such fi scal risks, and minimise 

the adverse implications for their future 

budgets that may arise from contingent 

liabilities, including public-private 

partnerships (PPPs), public pensions, 
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approaches to budgeting and 

appropriation – which the majority of 

governments still conduct on a cash 

basis – and looked at the challenges 

that arose during adoption.

Only 29% of OECD countries 

have adopted the accrual basis for 

the preparation of their budgets. 

Importantly, the report showed accrual 

budgeting does not entail a systematic 

use of accrual appropriations, which 

suggests countries ‘may be wary of 

the volatility and discretion in accruals 

valuations, in particular with regards to 

provisions and depreciations’.

According to the study, a 

number of countries stated that their 

policymakers and the general public 

had limited interest in accrual financial 

information. Nevertheless, some 

governments are already moving 

towards making accrual information 

more user-friendly and useful to 

budgetary decision-making. For 

example, Austria is taking steps to make 

financial statements available earlier 

in the budget process, while the UK is 

trying to streamline financial reports to 

make them more user-friendly.

One country where accrual-based 

accounting is integral to the decision-

making process is New Zealand, where 

success or failure is measured against 

this financial information.

The study points out that while the 

direct adoption of IPSAS or International 

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 

by national governments remains very 

low, many standard-setters use IPSAS or 

IFRS as primary or explicit references for 

developing their national standards. AB

Sonia Kolesnikov-Jessop, journalist

sovereign guarantees, subnational 

debts and state-owned enterprises.

The IFAC/OECD study points to 

substantial differences in reporting 

practices among adopters of accrual 

accounting. Most countries using this 

method report a large range of assets, 

including land and buildings (92%), 

infrastructure (92%), tax receivables 

(85%), defence assets and inventories 

(79%), and derivatives (75%). However, 

a significant number are not reporting 

certain liabilities, such as debt related to 

PPPs and civil service pensions.

Some governments consider their 

employees not to have any contractual 

pension or social benefits entitlements, 

or regard these as covered in long-

term fiscal sustainability reports. They 

prefer to highlight possible fiscal 

imbalances here, rather than put 

them on their balance sheets. Natural 

resources are reported by only 11% of 

governments, with some countries citing 

difficulties in establishing reliable and 

meaningful valuations, as well as a lack 

of reference accounting. In Australia, for 

example, natural resources are owned 

by the regional governments, and 

therefore not reported in the federal 

government’s financial statements.

Delphine Moretti, a senior policy 

analyst at the OECD’s budgeting and 

public expenditures division, notes that 

for ‘a full understanding of the financial 

situation of a country you really need all 

the operations shown on the balance 

sheet’. She points out that because 

the impact of their decision will not be 

shown on the balance sheet immediately, 

policymakers may have a tendency to 

favour PPPs over direct contracting for 

public investment, or may decide to 

increase pensions rather than salaries. 

‘One of the benefits of moving 

towards accrual accounting is to show 

this impact immediately,’ she says.

The IFAC/OECD study also 

compared adopting countries’ 
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The human touch
In an increasingly digital age, mentoring can help staff feel valued, as well as 
developing their interpersonal skills. So what’s the best way to go about it?

the advantages for organisations of 

implementing a mentoring programme 

are manifold. Currently pioneering 

a pilot programme for Deloitte in 

China, Wong cites the experience of 

overseas colleagues who have already 

rolled out the programme: ‘Retention 

rate increased, engagement index 

increased, people felt supported and 

more willing to spend time improving 

themselves. In fact, overall we found 

people become more proactive 

than reactive. We have done a small 

survey within the pilot: people think 

the environment and culture of the firm 

has changed to a more supportive one, 

where people are more willing to share 

their ideas and help.’

Coaching culture
The Deloitte programme in China 

initially targets millennials, who Wong 

estimates represent some 85% of the 

firm’s national office. By 2018, the goal is 

to have everyone up to senior manager 

level involved: ‘The idea is in the next 

few years we should have a pretty 

strong coaching culture,’ he explains. 

For now, though, bridging the 

gap between the approaches 

of a majority Gen Y team and 

those of their more senior 

colleagues (who also tend 

to be their managers) is his 

focus. ‘Millennials think very 

differently due to how they 

grew up, because of social media 

and also technology. So we have to 

understand how this group behaves. 

We find that they are very self-confident, 

they know what they can do. They are 

not looking for direct instruction, they 

In an environment where flexibility 
is key, where CFOs are increasingly 
expected to add value beyond 
their traditional function, and where 
globalisation calls for cross-cultural 
communication like never before, soft 
skills are essential for the modern 
accountancy professional. 

At the same time, a shift towards 

predominantly digital communication, 

with instant messaging and online 

meetings, can limit conversational skills 

– and that includes listening. ‘It’s not 

about technical skills,’ confirms Jungle 

Wong, human capital leader, China and 

Asia Pacific at Deloitte. ‘You can either 

learn them in school, from the internet 

or all kinds of references. However, 

when we talk about management and 

interpersonal skills – that’s something 

mentoring can help with.’

Recent years have seen mentoring 

become something of a buzzword, but 

the word is rooted in the character of 

Mentor in Homer’s Odyssey, an elderly 

man empowered by his old friend 

Odysseus to give counsel to his son 

Telemachus while Odysseus was at war. 

The goddess Athena took on Mentor’s 

responsibilities and appearance to guide 

the younger man through difficult times. 

Nowadays, mentoring is a holistic 

approach to people skills and career 

development. In the highly competitive 

world of finance, monetary rewards 

are one thing, but ensuring staff feel 

appreciated is invaluable. There is an 

established link between fostering 

of talent and employee satisfaction 

and retention. 

Beyond the unequivocal benefits 

of engaging committed employees, 
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All change
A central tenet of mentoring is forging an 

environment in which concerns, and even failure 

can be openly and honestly discussed. However, 

such a candid approach does not necessarily come 

naturally, and that’s particularly true in Asia where 

a conservative, high-pressure work ethos pervades. 

Do cultural contexts and conventions affect the effi cacy of 

mentoring? ‘We had those concerns,’ reveals Jungle Wong of 

Deloitte’s company-wide mentoring programme. 

Now fully implemented in Japan, he observes that due to cultural differences, ‘It 

seems to have a greater impact on our more senior people than our millennials. Our 

young people are very receptive to this kind of change because they view themselves 

as more globalised. They are accepting of new ideas.’ Senior managers and partners 

initially had more diffi culty opening up at regular check-ins, he explains, but ‘the 

thing with managing a group of millennials is that they keep on growing and they 

[the senior managers] understand that this is something they need to do. It’s not a 

culture of not wanting to do it, it’s a culture of change. This is one of those realities.’ 

Wong mentions that many of these senior colleagues also happen to be parents, and 

increasingly encourage a similar spirit of openness and support at home. ‘This is a 

trend, and you can’t stop trends. It’s not a change that just our fi rm is asking them to 

undertake; they’re also changing at home by adapting their parenting.’

Defi ning these criteria will help to 

target suitable mentees and mentors. 

For the latter, criteria for eligibility 

could be years with the company, 

specifi c experience or having a similar 

background to the mentee, enabling 

them to contextualise their mentee’s 

current role, as well as their broader 

career. In terms of personal attributes, 

mentors should be great listeners 

and sounding boards, and above all 

empathetic. Deloitte’s Wong says: ‘All 

our mentors are trained on how to 

improve their coaching skills, how to 

become a mentor. We are rolling out a 

program [that will see] every manager 

undergo training in mentorship skills.’

By far the trickiest element of 

creating a mentoring programme 

is matching partners. It’s worth 

discussing with both parties their 

respective desired outcome, whether 

they prefer informal chats over coffee, 

Skype calls, or more formal business 

communication. For mentees in 

particular, it’s important to establish any 

specifi c challenges they identify. 

Most important is regular 

professional contact, and it’s useful to 

establish a blueprint both for periodic 

catch-ups, and if appropriate, reporting 

systems. This approach can help hone 

individuals’ specifi c strengths, and 

provide an immediate support network 

should things go wrong.

These days, information and 

tutorials are only a mouse-click away. 

But these are no match for the real 

deal: perspective, experience, and 

simply lending an ear, all delivered in 

person. Mentoring forces humanity in 

an increasingly digitised landscape. 

More than that, ‘It’s a trend that no 

company can deny,’ states Wong. ‘The 

question is whether you do it now, or in 

the future.’ AB

Frances Arnold, journalist

want you to share experience with them, 

coach them and tell them what options 

they have. Meanwhile, they can go 

ahead and make the choices most 

appropriate for them. They need 

someone beside them to tell them 

what to do, but not in a very direct or 

hierarchical way.’

In this way, future leaders benefi t 

from the experience and perspective 

of senior peers to inform their own 

style and approach in an evolving 

workplace. There are other, less tangible 

advantages too, particularly with regard 

to cross-generational mentoring. 

Down the line, it can pave the way for 

a positive alumni relationship: having 

former employees cite the wisdom of 

a particularly inspiring mentor at your 

company isn’t just great for them, it’s 

fantastic PR for you. For mentees, it also 

creates opportunities for yet another 

invaluable soft skill: networking.

Structure and flexibility
Successful mentoring programmes 

tread a fi ne line between structure 

and fl exibility. In order to achieve 

this, it can be helpful to consider 

what would amount to a successful 

outcome both for the participants 

and the company. That could include 

developing future leaders, fostering 

diversity in the workplace or improving 

employee wellbeing. 

‘The environment 
and culture of the 

firm has changed to 
a more supportive 
one, where people 

are more willing to 
share their ideas 

and help’
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More information

Read ACCA and CA ANZ’s special joint publication, Reach, 
and fi nd alliance CPD resources via accaglobal.com/alliance 

ACCA president Brian McEnery FCCA and CA ANZ president Cassandra Crowley FCA (third 
and fourth from right) are fl anked on the right by Helen Brand OBE, ACCA chief executive, 
and Lee White, CA ANZ chief executive. On the left (from l to r) is Stephen Heathcote, ACCA’s 
executive director, markets; Simon Grant, CA ANZ’s global head of members; Mark Millar 
FCCA, ACCA Council member; and Murray Jack FCA, CA ANZ board chair

Alliance opportunities
Presidents look ahead to second year of successful collaboration between ACCA and 
Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ)

The strategic alliance 
between ACCA and 
Chartered Accountants 
Australia and New Zealand 
(CA ANZ) has created 
signifi cant value for 
members and there are 
further opportunities to be 
pursued together.

This was the conclusion 

of a recent joint meeting 

of senior member 

representatives and staff 

in Singapore, ahead of 

the alliance’s one-year 

anniversary later this month.

‘We discussed how 

the strategic alliance has 

increased the profi le of both 

designations worldwide,’ 

said ACCA president Brian 

McEnery, ‘for example 

through joint research – most 

recently G20 Public Trust in 

Tax (see page 36). We look 

forward to our teams working 

on further joint research 

projects – watch this space.’

CA ANZ president 

Cassandra Crowley 

added: ‘We’ve enhanced 

support and networking 

opportunities, with ACCA 

and CA ANZ members 

joining each other at events, 

not just in Australia and New 

Zealand, but across Asia and 

in the UK.’

ACCA is also working 

on a co-brand for joint 

initiatives: ‘Together we 

believe we can create an 

enduring impact on the 

future of the profession’.

In addition, ACCA and 

CA ANZ are considering 

how teams could work more 

closely in critical markets 

including Sydney, London, 

Singapore, Malaysia and 

Hong Kong. This important 

step will also see teams 

developing combined 

strategies that will benefi t 

members and business. 

The two bodies share 

member CPD resources, 

and teams from both 

bodies are to explore 

further opportunities in 

this area. And the two 

bodies are looking at 

synergies such as assessing 

opportunities in New 

Zealand in the accounting 

technician sphere. AB
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Elections to Council
Nominations are now invited for any ACCA members wishing to stand for 
election to Council at the 2017 AGM. Have you got what it takes?

Council is the governing 
body of ACCA and as such 
has a pivotal role in ACCA 
affairs. It has a wide-ranging 
remit that includes:

* ensuring that ACCA 

operates in the public 

interest and delivers the 

objectives stated in its 

Royal Charter

* setting the overall 

direction of ACCA 

through regular approval 

of ACCA strategy

* ensuring that governance 

structures are aligned 

to the effective delivery 

of strategy

* engaging with ACCA 

members to explain 

and promote ACCA’s 

strategic direction

* acting on behalf of all 

members – and on behalf 

of future generations 

of members (today’s 

students)

* providing an objective 

environment for the 

executive team to explore 

new ideas or challenges.

Council and the executive 

team collaborate in order to 

devise ACCA’s strategy, which 

is then approved by Council. 

Delivery of strategy is the 

responsibility of the executive 

team, with governance of the 

process and performance 

management provided 

by Council.

Whatever their 

geographical or sectoral 

bases, Council members 

do not represent particular 

areas or particular functions. 

Council members are 

elected by the membership 

as a whole.

Candidates in the 

Council elections come 

from all parts of the world, 

from every sector of the 

profession, and represent 

a wide range of senior 

positions. Long-term or 

technical experience is 

valuable, but so is proven 

ability to actively participate 

in strategic decision-making. 

Council-level 

experience is not necessary 

but an understanding 

of good governance is 

essential, and personal 

and professional integrity 

must be of the highest 

standard. Experience 

has shown that those 

candidates with a previous 

record of engagement in 

ACCA activities tend to 

stand a greater chance 

of election. 

Specifically, ACCA 

expects members to bring 

the following skills and 

attributes to Council:

* an ability to take a 

strategic and analytical 

approach to issues and to 

see ‘the big picture’

* an understanding of 

the business and the 

marketplace

* communication and 

networking skills

* an ability to interact with 

peers and respect the 

views of others

* decision-making abilities

* an ability to act in an 

ambassadorial role 

in many different 

environments

* planning and time 

management

* a willingness to learn 

and develop.

Anyone wishing to stand 

must be nominated by at 

least 10 other members in 

good standing. Candidates 

should supply a head-and-

shoulders photograph and 

an election statement of up 

to 500 words. Candidates 

are also required to sign 

declarations of their 

willingness to comply 

with, and be bound by, 

the code of practice for 

Council members.

This year, candidates 

will again have the 

opportunity to produce a 

video in support of their 

election statements. The 

videos will be posted on a 

dedicated section of the 

ACCA website, together 

with the written statements 

and photographs.

More information on 

Council and the election 

process can be obtained 

at bit.ly/ACCA-Elections 

or by sending an email to 

secretariat@accaglobal.com, 

quoting ‘Council Elections’ 

in the subject box.

Please note that the 

date of the Annual General 

Meeting this year is  

30 November. 
The closing date for 

submission of nominations 

to the Secretary is therefore 

30 August, in accordance 

with bye-law 16. AB
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Global presence: ACCA and Crown Agents will cooperate 
on projects that change systems vital for peoples’ 
wellbeing and prosperity

Capacity builders 
ACCA has signed an MoU with Crown Agents, paving the way 
for future cooperation on development projects together

ACCA has signed 
a memorandum of 
understanding (MoU) with 
international development 
organisation Crown Agents, 
paving the way for future 
cooperation. 

Both ACCA and Crown 

Agents share a strong 

global presence and interest 

in capacity building and 

skills development in the 

accountancy profession 

globally and will be 

collaborating on a number of 

projects in the future. 

In the fi rst instance, 

they will be exploring 

training and consultancy 

opportunities involved in 

the implementation of IFRS 

Standards across Africa.

‘This MoU aligns with 

our mutually shared value of 

opportunity,’ said Andrew 

Steele, ACCA’s market 

director, partnerships and 

recognition. ‘We are both 

committed to opening 

up the accountancy 

profession and ensuring 

that people who work 

in it are well trained in 

the latest developments, 

including IFRS Standards, 

the international standard for 

fi nancial reporting.’

Crown Agents, with 

offi ces in 22 countries and 

a presence in another 18, 

partners with governments, 

aid agencies, NGOs 

and companies in nearly 

100 countries, making 

changes to the systems and 

organisations that are ‘vital 

for people’s wellbeing and 

prosperity. We help countries 

grow their economies, 

strengthen their health 

systems and governance 

and improve fi nancial 

management by providing 

consultancy and training 

in areas including trade 

and growth, tax, public-

private partnerships, public 

fi nancial management, 

health systems strengthening 

and governance.’B ABAB
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Access the new professional insights hub 
accaglobal.com/insights

Professional 
insights
To celebrate our global thought 
leadership we’ve launched a new 
professional insights hub on our 
website: accaglobal.com/insights 
which is free and accessible to all. 
Now that really is worth celebrating.
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